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Life is worth
hearing.
Switch Life On.
ARTA MEMBERS — ENJOY OUR 30-DAY TRIAL
Hear the difference hearing aids can make. Try the latest advanced or premium digital
hearing aids for 30 days, risk-free. Our hearing professionals will perform a FREE hearing
assessment and fit you with hearing aids suited to your loss.* There’s no cost or obligation
to participate. See what healthy hearing can do for you.

How healthy hearing can improve your life.
Here are some important reasons why detecting
hearing loss and acting on it will lead to a happier, more
fulfilling life.

3
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50
FREE

You’ll say yes more often: Think of how much better
you’ll feel when you can embrace new opportunities —
no more worry of missing out.

Members of ARTA will receive these
UP TO
special
2,000 offers.

10%
3
YEAR

Additional 10% off the regular price
or limited time promotional price of
UP TO
select
2,000 hearing aids.

50
FREE

50 AIR MILES® Reward Miles for
10%
completing
a FREE hearing test.*

You’ll feel more in control of your life: We waste
a lot of energy finding ways to cope with awkward
situations. It’s better to turn the awkward situation into
a positive one.
You can live in the moment: You have the right to
feel fully involved in life. Your life. It wears you down
to keep saying, “Pardon? Can you repeat that?”

Up to 2,000 AIR MILES® Reward
Miles with the purchase of select
hearing aids.

3
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50
FREE
FREE
30-Day
Trial

2.5cm

360-AfterCare – three-year
product
warranty and three years
UP TO
2,000
of complimentary products and
services.

10%

Book Your FREE 30-Day Trial
Call 1-888-903-4650 or book online at HearingLife.ca/ARTA.
Mention Code: MAG-TBYB-ARTA. FREE Trial offer expires on May 31, 2021.

* Trial valid until May 31, 2021, and is subject to change without notice. A comprehensive hearing
assessment is provided to adults 19 and older at no cost. The results of this assessment will
be communicated verbally to you. If you request a copy of the Audiological Report, a fee will
apply. Child hearing tests are conducted at select locations for a fee. Please contact us for more
information. Offer not valid in Quebec. Some conditions may apply. Reward Mile offer is limited
to adults 50 and over and is non-transferable. Please allow up to 45 days for the Reward Miles to
appear in your collector account.®™ Trademarks of AM Royalties Limited Partnership used under
license by LoyaltyOne Co. and HearingLife Canada Ltd.
https://www.oticon.com/solutions/opn-s-hearing-aids
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Environmentally Friendly
Look for the Forest Stewardship Council® (FSC) symbol below
on this page, connoting that the paper used in the print version
of news&views is “MIX – Paper from responsible sources.”
FSC is an independent, not-for-profit, non-government
organization established to support environmentally
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management of the world’s forests.
While some readers have moved to our digital version of
news&views, the news&views team recognizes that others
prefer — or are limited to — the print copy. One way to control
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A global climate summit has been called for Earth Day,
April 22, 2021. In the spirit of lifelong learning, what else
might we be learning to minimize the effects of climate change
and maximize restoration of our Earth? Visit earthday.org
for some ideas.
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This publication is provided for general information purposes only and is not meant
as legal or other professional advice. You should not rely on, or take or fail to take any
action, based upon the information provided in this publication. The views expressed
in each article are the views of the author(s) of each article and do not necessarily
reflect the views or policies of the Alberta Retired Teachers’ Association or of the
Association’s directors, officers, employees, and agents. If you require specific legal
or professional advice on any issue, please consult a lawyer or other professional
advisor. The Alberta Retired Teachers’ Association, its directors, officers, employees,
agents, and authors shall not be liable in any manner, or to any extent, for any loss,
damage, or expense whatsoever, arising from or in connection with any use of or
reliance on the information contained in this publication, including, but not limited to,
any indirect or consequential damages.
ARTA sells advertising space to third party organizations such as its partners.
Publication of an advertisement does not mean that ARTA endorses a product or
service. ARTA does not make any representations or offer any warranties, nor are
there any implied or express conditions, with respect to the quality of any advertised
goods or services or the fitness of such goods or services for the purposes so
advertised. ARTA recommends that all readers conduct their own research and be
diligent when considering important purchasing decisions and make the choice that
is ultimately in the reader’s own best interest.

From the President
Lorna McIlroy | President, ARTA

My Life as a
Lifelong Learner
“Live as if you were to die tomorrow.
Learn as if you were to live forever.”
— Mahatma Gandhi
If, by chance, you read my blurb on the ARTA
website, it says I am, “most importantly a lifelong
learner.” I now realize that those words tell the story
of my life.
My fascination with learning began as I turned
four. It was decided that my older brother would
take Grade 1 by correspondence. The magical brown
packages arrived in the mail and my mother began
tutoring. The answers that I shouted out from
a distance were not appreciated, but I was soon
reading and then writing letters to my father who
was a patient in an Edmonton hospital for months at
a time.
An epiphany occurred when my brother turned
7 and a letter from my father read, “Neil can have
my pocket nife. It’s in my good panse pocket.” I
knew how smart my dad was. He was an excellent
carpenter whose houses and church steeples still
bear mute testimony to his skill, but leaving school
early to work in a Cape Breton coal mine had
curtailed his formal education. That day, I realized
that lifelong learning was so much more than
proficiency in spelling or the degrees you might
acquire.
Those brown, windowed envelopes so
intrigued me that I took French by
correspondence in Grade 11
when it was not offered
at my school. A few years
later, I took every available
correspondence course that
the University of Alberta would
accept for my education degree.
The brown envelopes flew back
and forth to Queen’s University,

University of Saskatchewan, and more.
The real advantage to taking seventeen years to
complete my first degree was that I was always a
student. I was learning something new whenever I
could fit in an evening class, a weekend course, or
a spring or summer session. A six-week course in
Alnwick Castle in the northeast corner of England
completed my degree and opened the floodgates to a
world of travel.
After retirement, I embarked on another
correspondence course to obtain my Prairie
Horticulture Certificate from Olds College. This was
just prior to it becoming an online program so, once
again, brown envelopes were in transit. This year
I enrolled in a Faculty of Agriculture program at
Dalhousie University. I must admit though that I am
struggling to continue with an anonymous, totally
online format, but I will persevere.
As this pandemic continues, online webinars have
proliferated, and my calendar fills up with a variety
of topics. This is a great way to explore subjects
without formal commitment and I hope this format
continues long after we exit this pandemic tunnel.
However, the most important thing about lifelong
learning is that you do not need to register for
a course, attend a class, or receive a degree
or certificate. There is something to be
learned from everyone you meet, every
craft or sport you try, and every
place you visit.
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2021 PHOTO CONTEST
ARTA is proud to sponsor its ninth annual photo contest. All ARTA members — regular
or affiliate — are eligible to enter. This year, we will have two different categories. If
you have won in the past, you will fall under the Masters category; if you have not
been a past winner, you will enter the Novice category. Winners will be announced in
the autumn 2021 issue of news&views and posted on ARTA electronic media sites.
Contest Categories
• Nature		
• Comfort
• Travel 		
• Landscapes
All entries must be received by ARTA
no later than 4:00 p.m., May 28, 2021.

Entries should be mailed to
ARTA Photo Contest 2021
15505 137 Avenue NW
Edmonton, AB T5V 1R9
Digital images can be emailed to 		
jhope@arta.net

Visit arta.net/photo-contest for contest rules and entry form.

Service and
Convenience
We’re continually enhancing our
services, and a new update means
members living outside Canada can now
receive pension payment deposits via
Western Union. If you’re interested, call
or email us and we can get you set up.

2020 Annual Report and
Highlights now available online.

Visit:

ATRF.com
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From the CEO
Daniel Mulloy | Chief Executive Officer, ARTA

Learning, Adapting,
Moving Forward
While ARTA’s transition to self-administration was
seamless for most of our members, we know that
many experienced unexpected hurdles in accessing
the new systems and were left feeling confused
and frustrated. For this, we extend our sincerest
apologies.
The move to self-administration of our Retiree
Benefits Plan was a choice that was made for us.
New regulations made it impossible for ASEBP to
continue to serve our members, but we accepted the
challenge set before us and did everything we could
to prepare for the change. We searched far and wide
for the best claims adjudicator. We doubled the size
of our staff. We invested in new technologies that
would allow us to complete this transition while
working from home during the pandemic.
As with all major organizational changes, there
were challenges along the way. For those who are
still feeling frustrated, please know that our staff
continue to work diligently to respond to each of

your concerns. We are adapting, learning from our
mistakes, and finding new ways to deliver the same
level of service you all deserve and expect. I am
exceptionally proud of how far we have come in such
a short amount of time, and I want to assure you
that a return to business-as-usual is just around the
corner.
Thank you for your patience with us and for your
loyalty to ARTA. This organization was created by
retired teachers to serve the interests of retired
teachers and like-minded professionals. This has
not changed. We remain committed to supporting
you throughout your retirement years and to making
sure you have the resources and peace of mind you
need to live active, healthy, and engaged lifestyles —
now and long into the future.
Sincerely,

ARTA’s virtual staff meeting

16

new team members
hired and trained
virtually since
January 2020

Since
January 1, 2021, we
have transferred over

38,000
individuals to our new
Retiree Benefits
Plan system.
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From the Editor
Margaret Sadler | Editor-in-Chief, news&views

Lifelong Editor
Among my colleagues, we speak of “accidental editors.” Few of us picked editing as a
professional direction fresh out of high school. Although, I may have been editing friends’
assignments that early.
I was originally headed professionally toward
librarianship — and eventually made it there, for a
while. Ending up in a school library, I was drawn in
to teach English and edited lots of student papers,
of course. My next job took me into a university
library — one specializing in audio-visual media,
both lending it and developing it. That’s where I was
introduced to instructional design and set off on a
post-grad degree, where I was back to editing fellow
students’ papers.
With an MEd under my belt, I worked in the
Alberta Educational Communications Authority;
that’s where editing became specifically part of my
job assignment, with bosses who valued it as part of
the office’s priorities.
Working at the U of A’s Faculty of Extension, my
instructional design skills took centre stage, and
I hired editors to work with the
curriculum we developed
for local government
training.
When big university
cuts pushed me out
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of full-time employment in 1992, I was encouraged
to join the Editors’ Association of Canada. I thank
an Edmonton Public School teacher (thanks, Ann!)
for making that referral. Having the local Editors
Canada branch as a resource gave me the confidence
to strike out on a freelance career that’s kept me
going ever since. Continuing education courses and
conference workshops — then in person, now by
webinar — help hone my skills.
Like instructional design, editing opens new
subjects with every assignment. I’ve edited
documents — usually educational — dealing with
real estate, the literature of Rabindranath Tagore,
surveillance and society, calculus, eulogies, property
assessment, Canadian hymnody, public legal
education, childcare, energy return on investment
in China, personal fitness, a play about a mother
raising a gay son, international development, and
a family history. Contracts vary from a letter to a
150,000-word manuscript.
It’s fascinating to take a deep dive into any
one of these topics. Both instructional design
and editing allow me to start out with little
knowledge about the subject and ask all the
“stupid” questions, drawing on the author
to clarify and improve their writing.
As the editor-in-chief of news&views, I
continue to learn from other editors, our
writers, and the ARTA staff, particularly the
team that puts this magazine together. By
nature, editing grants daily opportunities for
learning — something I’ve appreciated
my whole life long.

Health Benefits
Gary Sawatzky | Chief Operating Officer, ARTA

Self-Administration of the
Benefits Plan — Transition Report
ARTA successfully took over administration of the ARTA Retiree Benefits Plan on
January 1, 2021. Now that we have completed the transition, I wanted to follow up on my
winter news&views article to touch on some of our achievements and how we addressed
the challenges that arose along the way.
One of the greatest benefits of self-administration
is having one record for each ARTA member. When
we used a third-party administrator, all member
data (contact information, benefits coverage,
dependant information, and so on) needed to be
entered twice — once by ARTA and once by the plan
administrator. There is always the chance for data
entry errors when records are entered twice, and
finding these errors is not always easy. Combining
the two systems into one allowed us to do a
comprehensive review of member data and correct
any discrepancies between the two systems.
One piece of data that was missed during the
initial data transfer was banking information for
some members. Once we learned these members
were being reimbursed by cheque instead of direct
deposit, we provided their banking information to
the adjudicator.
Call volumes were extremely high at the start of
the administration roll-out. With all the changes
being implemented at once, members were calling
with questions. These questions took a lot of time
to answer — especially for members who needed
help enrolling in MyARTA.net. Knowing that new
technology could pose a steep learning curve, we
began hosting webinars to walk members through
the enrolment process, how to submit a claim,
and how to use the smartphone app. The webinars
were well received and allowed us to answer many
questions at the same time. This early success led
to ARTA hosting additional webinars, specifically
to answer as many member questions as we could
at once. We also made recordings of the webinars
available on the ARTA YouTube channel so
members who were unable to attend could view

the walkthrough videos.
ARTA’s front-line staff quickly became adept
at providing the information that members were
looking for, even though each of them had to learn
to use a brand new administration system, most
were new employees of ARTA, and no one could
have direct person-to-person interaction because
of COVID-19 restrictions. If you have ever gone
through a systems change in your career (report
card systems, time tracking systems, accounting
systems, etc.), you can surely appreciate how
difficult this can be. I must say, I am extremely
proud of the Member Support team and how hard
each of them has worked to make sure everyone’s
questions were answered.
Another issue that we ran into during the
transition was completely expected — the full
claims experiences for November and December
were not available until the middle of January
due to the standard lag in data reporting from
the benefits adjudicators. Once we received
the final data reports, we passed them along
to the new adjudicator so they could reference
those prescription drug claims (such as special
authorization claims made in the past year)
and grandfather coverage for those particular
medications. Once the final claims data was loaded,
Green Shield Canada was able to review the recent
claims, which may have been reduced by mistake,
and make adjustments to ensure the coverage level
with the new provider remained the same as before.
Now that ARTA has entered this next phase, we
are pleased by the additional services we can begin
to provide to members. Stay tuned for exciting
announcements later this year.
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From ARTCF
Robert Michon | ARTA Communications Specialist

Building Community with
a Little Help from ARTCF
It’s no secret that the COVID-19 pandemic has hit seniors hard. For many, it has meant the
loss of community and social supports as people isolate to protect their health. But a grant
from the Alberta Retired Teachers Charitable Foundation (ARTCF) is helping Edmonton’s
Operation Friendship Seniors Society (OFSS) build new community supports and maintain
contact with their members during the pandemic.
As a non-profit organization, OFSS is dedicated to
improving the lives of inner-city seniors through
community outreach and affordable housing. Just
before the pandemic arrived in full force, OFSS used
a grant from ARTCF to purchase a pool table and
coffee grinder for their community Drop-In Centre.
While these additions may seem small to some, for
Edmonton’s inner-city seniors, they have made a
world of difference.
“We’re so thankful to ARTCF for the grant to
purchase these items for our Drop-in Centre,” says
Jimmy Morrison, OFSS’s Community Relations
Supervisor. While use of the pool table was cut short
due to necessary distancing practices of COVID-19,
staff at the centre did get a sneak peek of the joy it was
bringing to community members.
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“Most of our seniors grew up playing pool and are
quite good at it,” says Jimmy. “It’s fun to sit back and
watch their games, and when we had groups in, there
were always friendly challenges being made. It’s a
great way for our community to socialize and enjoy
some laughs, and we can’t wait until we’re able to
re-open. Playing pool is a huge part of our Drop-In
Centre’s appeal to our community.”
Though enjoyment of the pool table had to be
paused, the coffee grinder has been getting a lot of
use through the centre’s new lunch program. “Even
though our centre is closed for now, we’re still able to
hand out bag lunches, coffee, tea, and other essential
items through our courtyard,” says Jimmy. “With our
own coffee grinder, we’re able to get beans from the
Edmonton Food Bank, grind them ourselves, and get
more coffee out to seniors. A simple cup of coffee goes
a long way to warm them up and get them through the
day.
“We’re excited to have ARTCF’s support and are
looking forward to getting back to normal soon. Please
keep our seniors in your thoughts and prayers during
these hard times.”
Organizations like OFSS are at the heart of ARTCF’s
mission to support Alberta’s seniors. Consider
donating to ARTCF today. No matter how big
or small, your donation will make a huge
difference in helping seniors secure
appropriate housing, health services, and
English-language education. Visit
arta.net/artcf for more information.

From the Branches
Joan Godbout | President, NWARTA

A

NWARTA’s COVID–19 Challenge —
Embracing Technology
A
NW RT

In a 2006 study, researchers at the US National Institutes of Health
found that individuals who anonymously donated their winnings to
a charity “activated the same reward centre in the brain that was
Northwestern Alberta
activated when participants had received the winnings.” I believe this
Retired Teachers’ Association
“feel good” sensation is also activated when people donate their time
and energy. Certainly this is the case with the nine NWARTA executive members.
We derive great pleasure in volunteering and serving our community of retirees. Providing
opportunities for our members to be physically, socially, intellectually, and emotionally
engaged ensures a vibrant retirement lifestyle not only for members but also for us,
NWARTA’s executive volunteers.
Addressing the COVID-19 Challenge has forced us to
be creative and to develop new skills, especially when
using communication technology. We are especially
thankful to ARTA’s Tony Esteves who manages the
website at artabranches.net/nwarta.
For NWARTA, the COVID-19 Challenge is to
connect with members through engaging, physically
distanced, virtual activities. Communicating by email,
the website, and Facebook is at the core of our success.
Creating interesting and visually appealing electronic
messages is one of the skills NWARTA continues to
develop and modify. To encourage Winter Wellness
at Home, we sourced, tried, and shared a number
of fitness YouTube videos. While this was meant to
encourage members to remain active, testing the
videos got us active as well.
Musical entertainment is emotionally engaging
and has always been a part of our yearly St. Nicholas
Luncheon. Since we were unable to come together to
celebrate, we shared videos featuring performances by
the Grande Prairie Boys’ Choir and others. In addition,
organizations such as the Primary Care Network,
Seniors’ Centre Without Walls, and Alberta Health
provided a variety of free virtual activities, healthrelated sessions, and informative presentations, which
NWARTA also shared with members.
These were all one-way communications, so when
planning our Fall Ramble, we encouraged members
to share messages of “hope and inspiration” to create
a Wall of Support at the event on October 1, 2020,
the Day of Older Persons. The logistics of posting the

Fall Ramble and
Vehicle of Support

messages on a wall proved difficult and it became a
Vehicle of Support instead.
Celebrations and gatherings that accompany the
Christmas season were sadly missed, so members
were invited to interact electronically by sharing their
messages of hope to create a Members’ Greeting Card.
To further celebrate the season of giving, there were
a number of gift prizes (some donated) for dining or
entertainment.
Spring 2020 saw NWARTA postponing its Sixth
New Frontiers Retirees’ Conference, but the Planning
Team was thrilled about a three-day virtual conference
in February 2021. New Frontiers re-imagined was a
free Zoom event featuring one speaker on each of the
three days. To support the event, registration gifts
were delivered or mailed to participants.
Finding ways to adapt and improve communication
technology has been exciting, energizing, and
ultimately has “activated the reward centre of the
brain.” NWARTA’s Planning Team looks forward to
gathering in person, but in the meantime the COVID-19
Challenge encourages us to remain creative.
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Moroccan Spiced Grouse Breasts

Outdoor Living
Duane Radford | Article and Photos

Get Cooking!
When the publisher of Edmonton’s Sportscene Publications asked me if I was interested
in writing a recipe column for a new magazine they were launching, I hesitated before
answering. The magazine was the Alberta Outdoorsmen and the publisher thought that it
needed a fish, wild fowl, and game recipe column. That was more than twenty years ago.
I’m not a chef and hadn’t taken formal culinary training; but, I figured if I turned down
the offer somebody else would grab it. I’d already written similar articles for Sportscene
Publications, so I said “Of course, thank you!” I was, however, starting from (basically)
scratch in what became a (life)long learning curve!
First, I researched the collection of recipe books that
my wife, Adrienne, had assembled to see if I could
find recipes that could be adapted for the magazine.
I also tapped Adrienne for cooking information to
make up for my lack of formal culinary training, and
took cooking classes over the years to upgrade my
knowledge about cooking in general, and barbecuing
in particular. Barbecuing fish, fowl, and wild game
12 | arta.net

is an art, not a science, because these meats are lean
and have little fat. For the same reason, wild game
should be cooked at a low or medium heat — and
not overcooked — or it will be tough and chewy.
It didn’t take long to figure out that not all
cookbook recipes were genuine. Many were fake.
Some had the wrong ratio of ingredients for
marinades, ridiculous amounts and combinations

of seasonings, errors
in cooking times or
temperatures, or were just
not suitable for fish, wild
fowl, or wild game.
The fat in wild fowl and
game is on the outside of
the muscle tissue under the
skin or hide, not marbled
as in beef. This is one reason
wildfowl and venison are good for
you — they’re not only organic but
also low in fat and high in protein.
Readers of the Alberta Outdoorsmen
magazine told me they didn’t want to chase down
ingredients or purchase seldom-used seasonings
and spices. They also wanted the recipes structured,
featuring an introduction, ingredients list, and
step-by-step cooking directions. Outdoorsmen and
women inquired about side dishes to complement
the main ingredients. I sourced tasty reductions for
game, sauces for fish and fowl, and homemade salad
dressings.

Antelope Tenderloin with Chokecherry Syrup

Stacey Metulynsky,
cookbook author and
celebrity wine sommelier

Pair partridge
with a flavourful
fruit beer

Several years ago, I decided to reference wine
pairing options. I met Ottawa’s cookbook author and
celebrity wine sommelier Stacey Metulynsky during
a culinary media tour. Stacey co-authored the This
Food That Wine cookbook. She provided me with
a wealth of information on wine pairing options.
I’ve lost track of how many wine and food pairing
courses I’ve taken since.
My nephew, David Humble, was formerly a sous
chef at a Regina restaurant that featured beer and
food pairings. During a media tour, he walked
me through all manner of beer-pairing options,
which actually have a longer history than wine
pairing. David also suggested some key beer-pairing
reference books.
Canada’s outdoor cooking queen, Sue Kane, is an
old friend of mine and writes a recipe column for
Ontario Out of Doors. She says, “What gets ruined
in the field cannot be made better in the kitchen.”
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Lake Whitefish with Lemon and Herbs

Nephew David Humble
and Kat Softley at a Regina
beer-pairing restaurant

Fish are highly perishable and need to be chilled to
prevent spoilage. Fowl needs to be kept cool before
being dressed. Wild game needs to be field dressed
and have their hides removed to cool the carcass.
Sue usually creates a whole year’s worth of recipes
for her column during one weekend, which features
a food fest. Unlike Sue, I create my recipes whenever
I’ve got fresh fish, wildfowl, and game, when they
taste best. Timing is everything, so I bank recipes up
to two years ahead of publication and submit them
according to the season. A recipe for barbecued

Mule Deer Loin with
Saskatoon Berry Syrup

venison won’t cut it in January — that’s when you
need a comfort food recipe for baked or poached
fish, a casserole, chili, pot roast, or stew. I’ve also
learned how to take professional-quality photos
of my dishes, which require unique exposures and
composition.
I’ve had to research most recipes but also get
some from friends and relatives. Not everyone,
however, will share family recipes. I find that the
internet is a great source of recipe ideas along with
newspapers, magazines, and cookbooks — hundreds
of which are published in Canada each year. If a
recipe is too complicated, most people will say
“Forget it, that’s too much trouble to make.” I’ve
always kept my recipes simple, timely, and varied.
All of them have been tested (some several times) to
get them right — and none are bogus. So, who said
you can’t teach an old dog new tricks?
Duane Radford enjoys making a meal of fish,
wildfowl, or wild game. It’s a relaxing and
rewarding experience, with a certain satisfaction
eating what you harvest, plus it’s fully organic
and good for you.

ASSOCIATION CANADIENNE DES ENSEIGNANTES ET DES ENSEIGNANTS RETRAITÉS
CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF RETIRED TEACHERS

As the national voice of retired teachers, ACER-CART
focuses on priorities evolving from issues affecting the
well-being of seniors all across Canada.

acer-cart.org
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Season’s End
Peter Varga

Coaching was the best part of my teaching career. Although I had enjoyed success at
the highest competitive levels, I always believed that there was more to coaching than
winning or losing games.
After a decade and a half of generally contented and
sometimes blissful retirement, I was surprised to be
offered an opportunity to coach at my old school.
There was likely a shortage of extra-curricular help,
but I was intrigued by the possibilities. Little did
I know that by accepting my “old/new” coaching
responsibilities, many restless and sleepless nights
would result.
Coaching has always been about creating interest,
nurturing development, and fostering positive
attitudes. Above all, my primary goal was to
instill a love of the game.
I quickly realized, though,
that times had changed. The
student athletes wanted quick
and easy successes; their
impatience to achieve results
gave me pause. Their individual
skills were low, and it would take
time for them to acquire skills
through countless repetitions of
drills.
To me, anyone was welcome to
try out for the team, regardless of how
uncoordinated or unskilled. As long as they
kept coming to practice, they were on the team.
Perseverance and determination would reward this
band of misfits.
My students learned to deal with the
consequences of their efforts and behaviour. There
was so much to teach, explain, demonstrate, and
model in a short three- to four-month season. But,
as in most coaching environments, the students
were there voluntarily, eager and willing.
The team came with its usual cast of characters:
the gifted star athlete, the fumbler, the bumbler,
the social outcast, the wisecracking comedian, and
a litany of others. Often the one with the greatest
heart and best attitude was the weakest in skills, but
I believed that I could meld them into a cohesive
unit; after all, that was my job. As time evolved,

they began to celebrate each other’s skills and
accomplishments as well as the team’s.
The season became a roller coaster of emotional
highs and lows. As a “retired” coach, I lived for every
moment that I could spend with my kids, whether at
practices, chalk sessions, bus time, restaurants, or
game time.
Things were slowly evolving.
I became aware of individual player issues: poor
classroom attendance, lousy grades, vaping (what
is that?), girlfriends, and interpersonal rivalries.
Parents might be either positive or
negative toward me, as I strived to be
fair yet honest. I wasn’t just coaching
a sport, I was dealing with overall
common human themes: pride,
greed, selfishness, narcissism,
arrogance, humility. But
that’s what coaching is.
Often, the principal or
other teaching staff would
come into the gym for a collegial
chat, sometimes about players,
parents, or teacher relationships;
other times, just about school or education. To
be acknowledged as almost a peer was encouraging
and humbling. Coaching was challenging, never
boring, and always so much fun. As a retiree, I felt at
times like an elder statesman.
As coach, I wish I was younger; the sound of
squeaking runners and shouts of glee are pure joy.
I crave a few more years, feeling that I could do this
forever. But reality often erodes our best hopes. For
today, though, I still have a game to coach.
Peter Varga has been retired for fifteen years,
before which he was principal of St. Martin’s
and St. Mary’s High School in Vegreville. Peter
coached various sports every year of his
teaching career.
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Gardening
Gerald Filipski

Growing Your Own
In all my many years of writing about gardening, never have I seen such an interest in
gardening as during the pandemic. I believe we are all realizing that growing our own
food is a way to avoid supply issues, chemicals, and to just enjoy the taste of produce
grown by our own hand. Once we have committed to becoming a gardener, gardening is
indeed a lifelong learning experience combined with a liberal dose of creativity.
Growing your own bedding plants from seed can be
very rewarding and cost-effective. It allows you to
grow varieties that are difficult to find as bedding
plants in local greenhouses. You can start your
seeds indoors, six to eight weeks before the last
spring frost. In Alberta that last frost can be a little
unpredictable, so I like to err on
the side of caution and start
my seeds eight weeks ahead.
Last frost dates in Alberta
range from May 15 to June
15, according to The Old
Farmer’s Almanac. Check
with local greenhouses or
online for the last frost in your
area.
For a planting medium,
a soilless potting mix is best.
Look for one that is sterilized.
The pots or containers for starting
the seeds can be anything that is
suitable. I like to use the
plastic containers you get
at supermarkets that are
used for bakery goods
such as cookies. These containers
are ideal, because they come
with hinged lids that can be kept
closed to keep in the humidity.
Other containers to use are the
larger plastic margarine tubs,
milk containers that are cut in
half, or small plastic pots.
Soak the potting mix in a small
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pail or container by adding water and mixing it with
your hand. You are looking for the mix to be moist
but not to the point of having water dripping off if
you pick up a ball of it in your hand. Add enough of
the mix to the planting container so that it is within
five millimetres of the top of the container. Leaving
the space at the top will allow you to water without
having it run off the sides. When adding the potting
mix, press hard enough to remove any air pockets
that might have formed but not too hard to compact
the soil excessively.
Planting the seeds is next. Space the seeds over
the top of the soil. Leave a few centimetres between
each seed. Read the seed package to determine how
deep to plant the seeds, and after planting, gently
firm the surface. At this point put your containers
into a bright, warm room but not in direct sunlight.
I also recommend covering the container. If it is a
bakery clamshell, close the lid but leave it slightly
open to allow for air circulation. If you are using a
margarine or milk container, then you
might want to cover it with
a plastic bag. Leave an
opening at the bottom of the
bag where it meets the container
to allow air in. Covering the
container will help keep the soil moist,
which is critical for germinating seeds.
Check the potting mix daily and
if it is drying out, mist the
soil lightly.
Once the seeds
have sprouted, they
will need a light source and

you can remove their cover. South- or even westfacing windows work best. Make sure you turn
the plants daily to keep them from leaning toward
the light.
Now that the plants are uncovered, you will need
to check the soil carefully for moisture. It should
never be allowed to dry out and yet should never be
sopping wet either. Once the plants have a second
set of leaves, it is time to transplant them into
individual containers. You can buy ten-centimetre
plastic pots if you like, but what I use are paper
milk containers that I cut down to a height of fifteen
centimetres. I poke two or three holes in the bottom
of the container for drainage and transplant the
seedlings. I use the same type of potting mix as I
used to start the seeds. Be gentle when transplanting
the seedlings as they are very delicate. Loosen
the soil around the seedling before grabbing it.
Also, make a hole for the transplants in the new
container’s potting mix with a pencil. Insert the
seedling and gently firm up the potting mix around
it. Once transplanted, keep the soil moist and give
the plants lots of light.
Once all danger of frost has passed, you can begin
hardening off the plants by exposing them to the sun
outdoors for a few hours a day. On the first few days,
put the plants in shade and bring them indoors at

night. Gradually expose them to more and more sun
and eventually leave them outdoors at night as well.
A member of the Garden Writers Association
of America, Gerald Filipski is in his fifth year
of writing for us, but he’s been a gardening
columnist for the Edmonton Journal for over
thirty. One of Jerry’s favourite quotes — and so
appropriate in these times — came from Audrey
Hepburn: “To plant a garden is to believe in
tomorrow.”

Last frost dates according to
The Old Farmer’s Almanac calculated
using 1981–2010 Climate Normals.
Calgary

May 29

Edmonton

May 15

Grande Prairie

May 22

Medicine Hat

May 18

Red Deer

May 24

Fort McMurray

June 15
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ARTA Bulletin Board
WATERFRONT, three-bedroom, furnished, quiet, relaxing,
and spacious Beach House on the Bay.
Rental available weekly or monthly (off-season rates $1,125/week or $2,150/month; limited
time available July and August) on beautiful Vancouver Island, located between Parksville
and Qualicum Beach, overlooking French Creek Marina, with walk-on beach access. Fishing
excursions and tours available at the marina.
Sleeps six people comfortably with three bedrooms and 2.5 bathrooms; all amenities
included (cable, internet, electricity). Please contact by email kapitt@shaw.ca or by phone
250-248-3446 for pictures and details.

ARTA Member-Owned, Edmonton Condos for Rent
#361, Kensington Village: Shepherd’s Place
(13441 127 Street, Edmonton)
This beautiful condo is designed for seniors who live
independently and want to be in a community that makes
living well and being active an easy choice. This beautiful twobedroom unit features 1,040 sq. ft. of living space, in-suite
laundry, and a large balcony facing the courtyard. Rent the
condo for $1,750/month, with an annual lease arrangement.

#1207, The Athabascan (12303 Jasper Avenue)
Welcome to our beautiful, sunny one-bedroom, unfurnished
condo in The Athabascan (850 sq. ft.), a concrete and steel
high-rise situated on the north side of Edmonton’s river valley.
You’ll never tire of the spectacular, southern views of sky and
river. You can rent the condo and enjoy the heated garage for
$1325/month, with an annual lease agreement. Utilities are
$150/month.

#902, The Athabascan (12303 Jasper Avenue)
Welcome to our beautiful, sunny two-bedroom, unfurnished
condo in the Athabascan (1100 sq. ft.), a concrete and steel
high-rise situated on the north side of Edmonton’s river valley.
You’ll never tire of the spectacular, southern views of sky and
river. Start your day with coffee and the sunrise, end with wine
and the sunset. This unit, from every window, provides views
as far as the eye can see.

!

Rented

r
e
h
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Please contact Kate Woodman by email kawoodman19@gmail.com or by phone
780‑984‑2888 if you’d like to take a look.
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Spirituality and Wellness
Lloyd Den Boer

Lifelong Wisdom
Search your life and you will find a handful of people who touched it in exceptional ways.
Early in my administrative career, Mrs. B. touched mine. Truth be told, if the choice had been
mine, I would not have selected Mrs. B. for such a role. With her greying hair pinned back in
a bun, her lengthy, shapeless skirts, her worn granny shoes, and her wooden cane, she hardly
looked the part. Nor, for that matter, did Mrs. B. have any intention of being my advisor.
She merely showed up in my office once a month over a period of eight years to talk to me.
Nevertheless, the wisdom Mrs. B. shared — or, possibly better, the wisdom she modelled —
enriched the way I approached my work.
Wisdom, we usually say, is a product of
experience. Yet each of us has met people
who have grown no wiser over many
years despite their experiences.
Shakespeare’s King Lear is such
a character. Insulated from the
consequences of his actions by
the power of his position, Lear
approached the end of his life with
his pride, self-absorption, and
delusions intact. Once his power is
gone, Lear’s advantages are stripped
from him, one after another, until
he is left a destitute madman, howling
hopelessly in the dark at the ravages of a
storm. Only after he has experienced himself
for what he is, and for no more than what he is, does
Lear discover a kind of wisdom which values the truly
valuable. The play ends tragically but with some of the
tenderest expressions of love between a father and a
daughter in all of Shakespeare.
In his self-centredness, self-delusion, and mistaken
regard for such things as power, King Lear is a portrait
of the lifelong foolishness that we sometimes recognize
in others. Lifelong wisdom may be a harder quality to
capture. In Mrs. B.’s case, her wisdom grew from living
a long, difficult life well. Mrs. B. and her husband were
immigrants to Canada. Widowed young, Mrs. B. raised
a family on her own. Her grief incapacitated her until
she realized that her husband would want her to face
the responsibilities ahead with determination. Years
later, the fruits of her determination were all around
her — her children with thriving families of their own

and a crowd of individuals whose lives she
had touched and enriched. People like me.
Mrs. B.’s wisdom had many sides.
She appraised every person and
situation she met with keen insight.
Mrs. B. was likely to know you for
what you were, not for what you
appeared to be. On the other hand,
Mrs. B. approached everyone and
everything with a patient spirit.
She took the long view. Whether a
situation was a crisis or a triumph
to me, with a chuckle and twinkling
eyes, Mrs. B. would remind me that life
is long and filled with time for things
to end differently than they began. Neither Mrs.
B.’s keen insight nor her patient spirit would have
touched so many lives, though, if they were not joined
to her generous love for the people around her, to her
mission to influence others so that they could thrive.
Decades have come and gone since the last time
Mrs. B.’s chuckles helped me refocus my perspective
on a problem. As those years have passed, you and
I have been on a journey from being a young person
reaching out to the elders who can touch our lives, to
becoming elders who can reach out to touch the lives
of others. When we do so, we can remember what
made Mrs. B. influential: her generous desire to help
others thrive.
Lloyd Den Boer is a retired educator. His career
spanned every level from elementary school to
university level teacher preparation.
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Creativity:

A Life-Savour During the Pandemic
Lorianne Tenove | Article. Photos by Phil Bellchamber

My grandmother always wore lipstick. My mother always wears lipstick and since I was
fifteen, I have always worn lipstick, except for three days in my life — during the births of
my children! Now the question may be asked, why do I wear lipstick when, for the most
part, I am wearing a mask in public? I think lipstick and makeup companies are in big
trouble.
This is the new norm, and it will
be for a long time. We lived in
Hong Kong through SARS, and
masks became the practice there
for years to come. It will be the
same for COVID-19 because
masks are a new routine in
our lives that I believe most
people have embraced and will
continue to embrace well into
the future, even with a vaccine
around the corner.
Designers such as my daughter
have got on the bandwagon and
have created cool and imaginative
designs that accompany everyday
wear. She has been making
hundreds of maskdanas, which
are a cross between a mask and
a bandana. Even the wife of one
of the pulmonia drivers, who
takes us around occasionally in
Mazatlán, embroidered a mask
for me. This was a gift of love that
I so appreciated.
Who knew that we would
be adding another fashion
accessory to our wardrobes? One
can choose from a plethora of
colours, materials, and themes.
One day at my school, I had to
meet with a family to have a
fierce conversation about their
daughter’s lack of attendance.
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The father was wearing a funny
mask and I had a hard time
communicating my concerns
seriously when looking at his
face. Maybe he was strategic with
his choice of mask!
The administrative staff have
been back in the school since
September, and it is wonderful to
get back into a routine in a place
other than my bedroom. I have
been dividing my days between
administrative work and
walking around the school to
get the real lay of the land.
Never before in my career
have I had four months to
go through classrooms and
resources, and have the

opportunity to create whimsical
spaces for children. While
missing colleagues and students
around me, I’ve been savouring
this time with the whole school
to myself.
Teachers are notorious
for saying that schools lack
supplies and resources. This
school has paper and art
supplies to last until the year
3000 — located in three storage
rooms. I am bringing it together
in one location for all to access.
Teachers also like to collect stuff,
and in each classroom, there is
stuff; some good, some not so
good, and if I had my druthers…
It’s interesting that for nine or
more months, teachers have not
used paper, the photocopier, or
art supplies; yet the students have
provided incredible online work

Tenove classroom

using tools available on online
platforms. I am determined not
to go backwards and will continue
to access technology in any way
possible for these truly twentyfirst century students who,
despite a pandemic, have learned
so much about learning online.
My biggest project is the work
I am doing with the preschool
team to show them what an early
childhood program should look
like. They do not understand the
concept of play, centres, authentic
art, or child-centred activities.
Mexico, like many places
in the world, focuses on rote
learning through textbooks and
workbooks. There is a serious
lack of creativity and inquiry in
instruction as well as practice.
I cannot change this way of
thinking overnight, but
I can model a
different way.
So, every
night I
haul foam

rolls, paper, and glue home and
create all kinds of visuals for the
classrooms. The more wine I
have, the more creative I become,
like cutting up wine corks to
make letters! There is a lot of
recycling going on here, sista!
As we have no students to
produce artwork for the school,
I have become the resident
student. I have collected tropical
leaves to make leaf animals
and hope that I don’t get the
equivalent of poison ivy. I have
made dangling kaleidoscopes out
of foam pieces to hang from the
ceilings. Whatever bits and pieces
I find in my house or around
the school become the alphabet,
numbers, shapes, and visuals
to be displayed in classrooms. I
have also created a large Circle
of Courage for each classroom
as a symbol to teach children
about belonging, mastery,
independence, and generosity.
Without realizing it at the time,
this daily routine has been a
life-savour and huge distraction

while living in a foreign country
during a pandemic. I have been
able to access my knowledge of
how children learn and use my
creative side to bring a little bit of
magic to this wonderful school in
Mazatlán, Mexico.
Lorianne was an educator
and administrator in Calgary
for thirty-eight years and
was also Education Director
for the TsuuT’ina Nation.
For the Summer 2020 issue
of news&views, Lorianne
described for us her early
days as Head of Colegio Rex,
Canadian International School
in Mazatlán, Mexico — straight
into quarantine. Lorianne is
married to Phil, her favourite
photographer.
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2021 WRITING
CONTEST
Deadline for Entries: Friday, November 12, 2021
Announcement of Winners: Spring issue of news&views (March 2022)

Entry Categories

How to Submit

Flash Fiction

Electronic entries as an attachment to an email with the subject line
WRITING CONTEST to writingcontest@arta.net.
OR
Handwritten or typed manuscripts to Writing Contest, c/o ARTA
Office, 15505 137 Avenue NW, Edmonton, AB T5V 1R9

800-word maximum.
A fictional work of extreme
brevity, that still offers character
and plot development.

Poetry
40-line maximum.
Any form, any subject.

Travel Vignette
500-word maximum.

“A vignette is a short yet
descriptive piece of writing
that captures a brief period
in time. Vignettes are more
focused on vivid imagery and
meaning rather than plot”
(from Wikipedia).
Submit a brief, vivid word
picture of a memorable,
meaningful travel experience
that has left a lasting
impression. The submission
must be the writer’s own
experience, written in the first
person. This is not intended to
be a travelogue. For an example
of such writing, please check
out “Souvenirs” in the winter
2020 news&views.
Please do not submit photos
with your vignette.

Direct questions about
these rules and guidelines to
writingcontest@arta.net
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Visit arta.net/writing-contest for more details relating to the
categories, contest rules, and entry forms.

Rules and Guidelines
• The contest is open to all ARTA
members, except members of any
ARTA committee, the ARTA Board
of Directors, or their families.
• All submissions must be original
work and will be published with
the name of the writer.
• Submissions may be handwritten,
typed, or electronic (digital).
• Handwritten or typed hard
copies will not be returned.
• Electronic copies must be in .doc
or .docx.
• Decorative fonts are not
appropriate.
• Submissions are limited to one
entry per category; however,
submissions in more than one
category are welcome.
• Each entry must be sent as a
separate file, with the official
entry form as the first page of
the submission.
Contact the ARTA office if a print
copy of the entry form is required.

• Entries are disqualified when they
• exceed the category word or line
count.
• contain explicit or implied
sexuality, violence, stereotypes,
or disrespectful content.
• are received after the contest
entry deadline.

• The selection of winners by the
Communications Committee is
final.
• Prizes are awarded for first and
second place.
• All prizes must be accepted as
awarded.
• Winners will be advised privately
by letter and publicly in the
spring issue of news&views.
• First and second place winning
submissions are published in
news&views.
• All entrants retain ownership of
publication rights to their work;
however, we ask that winners not
submit their entries to another
market until after publication in
news&views.
• Submitting an entry implies
permission to print the winning
entry in paper and electronic
issues of the magazine, as well as
continued display in the online
archive of past news&views issues.
Beyond this permission, the
ownership and copyright for any
work is retained by the author.
• As with all news&views content,
submissions may be edited using
The Canadian Press Stylebook and
the Canadian Oxford Dictionary.

Proust Questionnaire
Robert Michon | Communications Specialist, ARTA

Robert Michon Responds to
a Proust Questionnaire
What is your favourite virtue?
Humility. Humans have been
on this planet for more than
200,000 years and, at this
moment in time, we are each
part of a community made up of
7.8 billion lived experiences. It’s
always worthwhile to take a step
back and remind myself that my
perspective is only one of many.
It is important to listen, observe,
and give space to quieter voices
where you can.
What is your idea of
happiness?
I like to find happiness in
moments of stillness. Sitting by
the river, watching the clouds roll
by, listening to the rain. These
are moments when the world
seems to melt away and I feel
removed from whatever worries
chase me or lie in wait down the
road. They’re not moments of
unbridled joy that I remember for
years to come, but they work to
create a foundation of tranquility
that I can build upon in the days
that follow.

Who is your favourite hero or
heroine in fiction?
Bilbo Baggins was a man devoted
to comfort and routine, until a
new friend gave him a push and
set him on the path of adventure.
Bilbo taught me that we can’t
always choose what the next stage
of our journey will look like, but
we can rise to meet its challenges.
If we’re lucky, we’ll find ourselves
profoundly changed by the
experience, often in ways we
didn’t quite expect.
How do you find meaning in
life?
Change, it seems, is the only
constant in life. I try to find
meaning within those changes. I
keep a daily journal, each page a
snapshot of my mind on a given
day. It’s a powerful experience
to look back on the past week,
month, or year and see how I
have changed and grown. It acts
as a log of who I was, who I
hoped to become, and who
I might yet be.

Elk Island National Park, photo by Chaplain (CC BY-SA 4.0)

What is your favourite place
in Canada?
I don’t have to travel far to visit
my favourite place. Elk Island
National Park may not have the
sweeping vistas or humbling
landscapes of the Rocky
Mountains, but it’s home to a
quiet beauty that still manages to
take my breath away. You never
know when your hike might be
interrupted by a herd of wild
bison or when the clouds will part
at night to reveal the glow of the
Milky Way, spread out above you
as it was meant to be seen. It’s
a wildlife sanctuary, but also, I
think, a sanctuary for the heart
and mind.
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Lifelong Learners — From
Latin to Stained Glass
Robin Carson

Lifelong learning must be an end in itself — an attitude, a philosophy of life.
Although the term is often narrowly applied to continuing education courses
made available to seniors at colleges and universities, lifelong learning is
much more than that. If it is truly “lifelong,” then it is the aggregate of what
we have learned throughout our lives. It is the foundation of the wisdom that
we are expected to have gained as a kind of trade-off for the aches and pains
of age. However, by adding to that foundation of knowledge, the mind stays
alive and there is currency in whatever wisdom we might display. So, while the
reason for getting into a desk once a week for a six-week course might initially
be just to fill time, the benefits to the learner are many.
For over twenty years, parallel to my teaching career
with Edmonton Public Schools, I taught adults
who were either seeking to enrich their lives with
subjects outside their working lives or to explore
topics of interest that they finally found time for in
their retirement. I taught theatrical makeup through
(what was) Grant MacEwan Community
College, Latin through Metro Continuing
Education and, more recently, writing
via workshops for seniors.
Very early on, I learned that
adults who have paid for a course
have little patience when they
are not learning — or not being
challenged. Unlike school children
with whom motivation is always
a concern, adults come to class
wanting — expecting — to learn.
Adults take notes, do extra research,
and willingly participate in classroom
discussions. Adults raise their hands to say, “I
don’t understand that.”
I found that people enrol in continuing education
for many and varied reasons. One young adult
took one of my Latin courses because he wanted
to be an undertaker. (Just what Latin has to do
with that, I never did find out.) A retired doctor in
the same class was taking Latin to revive what he
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remembered from school. Most adult
students, though, seem to enrol out
of a perceived interest in a course,
and either find that they want to
continue with more learning about
that subject or, more often, find that
one course is enough to satisfy them. This is a
feeling I understand, having once taken
an excellent course myself in creating
with stained glass, something that I
had always wanted to do. As much
as I enjoyed the course, my desire
to be a stained‑glass artist ended
when the course did.
Adult courses usually must
be presented outside of working
hours; so, at learning centres, dark
winter evenings see otherwise-empty
classrooms filled, with lights burning
and adults eager to learn. Adult students
enter classrooms with quiet excitement that
is quite unlike the noisy exuberance of, say, a high
school, but their excitement is almost palpable.
Courses are offered by local school boards,
universities and colleges, libraries, and individuals,
and are often available according to what local
instructors are able to teach. There may be courses
in languages, cooking, golf, photography, home

repairs — almost every conceivable subject. And
these “interest” courses may be taught alongside
high-school curricular subjects also available to
adult students seeking missed credits or upgrades.
Many courses have a practical function, but
“interest” courses may not. One might want to
learn Spanish for planned travel or take a course
in “Cooking for Two” to
make better use of their
own resources, but a course
in introductory guitar

is appealing for more personal satisfaction. The
courses that I taught most certainly had limited
appeal as practical courses, but my Latin students
dug into declensions and conjugations as if they’d
booked travel to Ancient Rome.
I did, however, always try to link what I taught
to the practical. My courses in makeup usually
attracted adult actors who were already involved
with amateur theatre, and I used to stress the point
that they themselves would be the ones designing
and executing the makeup that they needed. In
my Latin classes, I stressed reading Latin since
speaking it and writing it aren’t really skills that are
needed any more. And I always linked learning Latin
to improving English vocabulary and grammar.
And the best part is that no matter what learning
we may take part in, such learning opens doors.
Always. Even if it is just knowing that making
a single, stained-glass Christmas ornament is
enough to satisfy a desire to pursue the art, that is
knowledge gained. Exploring limits of interest and
capacity are certainly reasonable incentives
for learning.
By the time we reach retirement, we have learned
that we can’t be excellent at everything we do, so
trying new learning is never the risk it was when
we were training for the world of work. Want to try
calligraphy, but your hand shakes? Give it a go. Who
could possibly be hurt by your effort? Want to speak
the Ukrainian of your forebears? Why not try? Write
the Great Canadian Novel? Do it! It’s always fun to
try something absolutely new — and to remember
that for most adult courses, there are no exams
to pass!
Robin Carson, former editor of news&views, has
confessed to being a 1960s folk singer. One of his
more recent attempts at something new was to move
to Prince Edward Island after a lifetime in Alberta.
(He’s not the only ARTA member on the island.)
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Our Learning Path —

Through Jalandhar to Josephburg
Deb Gerow | Article, Photos by Chuck Gerow

Nearly five years after retirement, my husband and I journeyed to Jalandhar, Punjab
State, India, where I was to be principal of a new private school. We remained there for
most of a year and our experiences were amazing.
We lived in a very comfortable house in an upscale
area with family homes in gated enclosures. Our
neighbours were doctors, lawyers, engineers,
and army officers. However, India is a country of
contrasts, and just two blocks from our home a
group of people lived on a concrete slab next to the
busy street, cooking on open fires, and sleeping on
the ground. I often wondered what the future held
for the children I saw there.
Many of the people we met spoke Hindi, Punjabi,
and English. (There are thirty-eight official
languages in India.) We had the opportunity to
learn some Hindi and Punjabi so that we could
communicate with parents and others who had no
English. It was like a French as a Second Language
course, year one. People we met seemed surprised
and pleased to hear our efforts in their language.
Although there are some sounds in Hindi that were
difficult for us to pronounce because they don’t exist
in English, no one ever laughed at our attempts.
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The daily trip to school was always interesting.
Our driver would weave his way around cars,
trucks, army vehicles, scooters, motorcycles, bicycle
rickshaws, and tuk-tuks. We would pass groups of
children in school uniforms, shopkeepers sweeping
up debris from the front of their stores to burn in
the street, packs of wild dogs, and herds of cows
searching for food amongst garbage piles or lying
along the side of the road. We even saw an elephant
lumbering along the street once or twice. Funny to
say, but at first it was difficult to recognize what the
large, grey shape ahead of us was.
While we were there, we were able to travel to
many historic parts of northwestern India. We
visited Dharamsala, the residence of the Dalai Lama
and the large Tibetan population that followed
him into exile. We also journeyed to Agra to see
the symmetrical beauty of the Taj Mahal. A visit to
Amritsar to visit the Golden Temple of the Sikhs
near the India-Pakistani border was impressive.

A smoggy day in Delhi

Having read Kipling’s descriptions of how the
government of the British Raj would relocate to the
hills to escape the summer heat, it was interesting to
visit Shimla and to realize that those
hills he wrote about are actually
the foothills of the Himalayas.
We visited religious sites
including Hindu temples,
Islamic mosques, a
Christian church, and
Sikh temples with their
amazing langar halls
where volunteers work in
huge kitchens to prepare
food to feed anyone who
seeks it. Many of the poor
walk long distances every day
to come to eat, benefiting from the
principle of charity which is part
of Sikhism.
We were treated very well by everyone we
met. The school authorities took good care of us,
providing housing, a maid, a driver, and food. They
also arranged trips for us to see more of the country,
always ensuring that we had an English-speaking
guide. One of the teachers prepared special food
for us with milder seasoning than usual so that we
could enjoy some of the regional culinary specialties.
Another invited us to her home to have tea with her
parents and then took us to visit an outdoor bazaar
where the activity, colours, scents, and sounds were
overwhelming. Another invited us to experience

Diwali with her family so that we would understand
the significance of this festival to Hindus, that it
is not just all about fireworks. The board chair
purchased new apparel for us for this occasion
since it is the custom to wear something new.
We formed real friendships, and there
were many tears on both sides when it
was time for us to leave.
Perhaps the greatest thing that we
learned while we lived there was an
appreciation of how immigrants feel
when they arrive in a new country.
Even though we were excited to be
in India, some things were difficult
— adjusting to the climate, being
so far from family, being unable to
communicate well in the language, coping
with bureaucracy, learning to understand
cultural norms, and just trying to fit in. Through this
all, people were unfailingly kind and eager to assist us.
Now that we are back home in Canada, we are
resolved to do everything we can to make life easier
for any immigrants to Canada whom we encounter
because we have some understanding of what they
are experiencing. We learned so much, having
walked their path.
Before retirement, Deb Gerow worked for Elk
Island Public Schools for twenty-nine years
as a teacher and school principal. Deb and
her husband enjoy country life on an acreage
in Strathcona County near the tiny hamlet of
Josephburg.

Visiting the Taj Mahal
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Go Ahead and Shoot Me!
Doug Heckbert

These words are scary, spectacular, and sensational,
exactly why I chose them as the title of my book about my
experiences as a probation officer.
The public rarely learns the whole story behind
crime media reports. If people relied only on this
quote, they would have a distorted view of this
particular case. Here is what actually happened.
Roger1 would go drinking with his workmates
on Fridays and come home drunk and demanding.
Sally, his wife, put up with this for many years,
until one Friday when she had had enough. Sally
was furious and wanted to kick him out. He blurted
out that this was his house too, and he wasn’t
going anywhere. She said she was so mad she
could kill him. He asked, “How?” She said, “With
a gun.” He said, “You don’t know how to use a gun
or even where one is.” She said, “It’s downstairs,
somewhere.” He asked, “Do you want me to go
get it?” “Sure!” she screamed. Roger staggered
downstairs and brought his hunting rifle to Sally.
She held it in her hands, not sure what to do.
“Where are the shells?” she asked. “Downstairs,”
he slurred. “Do you want me to get them?” “Yes!”
she yelled, so he staggered back downstairs for the
shells, and even showed her how to load one into the
chamber. She pointed the gun at him and pulled the
trigger. Nothing happened. Roger told her that the
safety was on, and took the rifle, moved the safety
off, and handed the rifle back. “Go ahead and shoot
me,” he said. So, she did!
The bullet hit Roger in the shoulder, passed
through the exterior wall of their house, and into
the neighbour’s kitchen. The neighbour called the
police, who locked down the neighbourhood. The
police found Roger slumped on the floor. Sally was
charged with attempted murder and arrested, and
Roger was taken to hospital.
1

Names have been changed.
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The case wound
its way through
the courts. The
crown prosecutor
eventually agreed
to a reduced charge,
and Sally pleaded
guilty and was placed
on probation. After
supervising Sally for a year, I was
satisfied that she and Roger had worked things
out, that probation was successful, and the public
was not at risk.
The media lost interest in the case soon after the
charges, so the whole story was never reported.
During my first interview with the couple, I said to
Roger, “You are the one who should be on probation,
not your wife, and you should have been charged
with stupidity.” He hung his head and agreed.
Those of us working in criminal justice have to
deal with a lot of people doing “stupid stuff.”
ARTA Member Doug Heckbert, now semiretired, did case work with Alberta Correctional
Services, the National Parole Service, and Native
Counselling Services of Alberta but spent most
of his career teaching at MacEwan College
and University. This excerpt from his recently
published book, Go Ahead and Shoot Me!, is one
of a collection of stories about people Doug met
along the way.

Photo: Allison Smith. Go Ahead and Shoot Me!
was published by Durvile Publications.
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Finding a community
of like-minded
retirees is easier
than you think.
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It’s time to make
space for all your
family photos.

I spent so much time making these,
I can't bear to toss them out.

Just because
you’re not
going to any
retirement
parties,
doesn’t mean
your friends
aren’t retiring!

Maybe we could start a retiree biker gang.

1. Tear out a card
2. Write your
message
3. Send to a friend
or colleague
4. Spread the joy
of retirement

Play your own game of solitaire.

Share your best wishes,
words of sage advice,
or maybe just a bit of
humour to ease them
into retirement. And
why not tell them
about the joys of
belonging to ARTA
while you’re at it?

You wouldn’t have had to twist my arm to
try yoga if you told me that it includes a nap.

If you know someone
in the education or
public sector who is
about to embark on
their own retirement
journey, be sure to
send them off right!

No matter what your retirement
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ARTA at arta.net/join

Retirement is full of
possibilities; make
sure you don’t nap
through it!

No matter what your retirement
plans are, ARTA is here to support
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ARTA at arta.net/join

You're never truly
alone when you're
part of a group of
retired, like-minded
professionals!

Book Review
Blair Lowry | ARTA Pension & Financial Wellness Committee Member

When I Die: Financial
Planning for Life and Death
by Garry R. Duncan and Andrew G. Duncan, Published by Carswell. 8th Edition. ©2019

Garry Duncan was a senior tax partner with BDO
Dunwoody LLP and retired in 2005. Andrew
Duncan is an estate and trust advisor with the
Private Client Group of a Canadian bank.
When I Die is an essential tool to help you
minimize the costs that may arise on your death and
understand the financial impact of dying. It can be
used as a guide to facilitate the organization of your
estate while you are still alive and act as a source of
information for your loved ones after you depart.
Chapter 1 deals with the will. Over fifty per cent
of Canadians do not have one. This means they
probably don’t have a Power of Attorney or Personal
Directive either. Probate in Alberta is relatively
cheap ($525 maximum for estates over $250,000).
Owning property in joint tenancy can avoid probate.
Annuities and life insurance are not subject to
probate fees. Registered plans left to a spouse or
partner will not cause an income tax liability. The
authors also discuss trusts, which changed with the
2016 tax laws. Donations and charitable giving can
be included in the will and can be tax efficient.
Chapter 2 covers the funeral. Since funerals are
for the living, a prepaid funeral helps to take stress
away from the survivors and will likely
cost less. Funerals in Alberta average
in the $15,000 to $17,000 range.
Another thing to consider is body and
organ donations.
Chapter 3 looks at estate liabilities,
which may include the funeral,
probate fees, credit cards, lines of
credit, loans, mortgages, rents,
deferred payments, property tax, and
income tax. Also, your death will
cause banks to freeze your accounts
(unless they are joint). This can
make it more difficult for the
executors to handle the liabilities
of the estate.

Chapter 4 deals with estate assets. The estate will
have a net value of assets minus liabilities. Types of
assets include cash, real estate, home, cottage, timeshare commitments, investments, life insurance,
annuities, family business, and trusts.
Chapter 5 is a short discussion of contracts and
agreements. It covers partnerships, shareholders,
royalties, and class actions.
Chapter 6 is about tax returns. The CRA
publication T4011 “Preparing Returns for Deceased
Persons” can be very useful. If the death occurs
before November 1, the deadline for filing is April
30 of the following year. If the death occurs after
November 1, the return must be filed within six
months.
Chapter 7 looks at life after death. The authors
discuss testamentary trusts, capital property,
registered plans, and post-mortem planning. It is
not uncommon for surviving spouses or partners to
review their own will to see if it contains what they
want.
Chapter 8 is titled “Last but not Least.” You
should plan to notify any organizations you belong
to. There is nothing like having everything filed on
your computer, but can anyone else
access your files? Plan how to pass on
usernames and passwords. You
may want to make a list of entities that
should be informed once you have
departed.
Blair Lowry taught physical education
and mathematics for thirty-five
years, followed by five years of adult
literacy, numeracy, and technology.
Like many of us, he’s eager to travel
again.
Available at the ATA Library, Barnett
House, Edmonton
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Lifelong Learning,
A Stitch at a Time
Marilyn Bossert | Past President, ARTA

At one point in my preteen years growing up in rural Alberta, my mother
decided I should join a 4-H sewing club. She believed in the importance of my
learning to sew. This was no small undertaking on her part — transporting me to
meetings and workdays in the next town, teaching me how to operate her antique
treadle Singer sewing machine, monitoring my progress, and gently prodding me
to complete the projects when I would rather read a book.
Little did either of us realize at the time that
this would launch a series of lifelong learning
experiences culminating in my passion
for quilting. But quilting was not in my
immediate future.
My aversion to Mom’s sewing machine
minimized that connection. High school,
university, and a new
career took precedence.
Life marches on.
Ken and I were
engaged before one
Christmas and set
our wedding date
for the end of June.
However, I could
not find a wedding
gown that was even
remotely close
to what I would
wear. The lace,
embroidery,
and ruffles
popular at
the time
were not
me. What
to do?
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Why not sew my own? I thought. I can do this.
Challenge #1: I had no sewing machine and no
business in my immediate rural area sold sewing
machines. The closest I could come to the Amazon
of today was the Simpsons-Sears catalogue. My new
machine: a basic Kenmore that was much less
temperamental than my mother’s.
Challenge #2: In less than six months,
Ken and I would plan our
wedding, purchase and furnish
our first home, continue
teaching — accomplishing
all that was necessary for
year-end in a classroom —
and I would sew a wedding
gown on a machine I had
no experience with. Not all
of that story needs to be
shared, but the result was
more than favourable.
Well after the confetti
had landed, I very
carefully laundered
my gown. To my
horror, I learned
the risk of not
prewashing

the lining. This
lesson precluded
all opportunities
for ever modelling
the gown at the
celebrations of a
twenty-fifth, fortieth,
or fiftieth anniversary.
In my time as a stayat-home mom, my learning
would involve sewing blue jeans
and T-shirts for our toddlers.
When I retired, I filled some of my new freedom
with part-time employment at our local quilt store. I
was mesmerized by the store samples in addition to
the quilts brought in for longarm quilting. So much
to absorb — an endless variety of new fabrics, new
patterns, new techniques, new colour combinations.
As a beginning quilter, I very carefully followed all
pattern directions, learning more with every stitch.
As I became confident, I moved out of my comfort
zone and experimented with techniques and new
colour combinations.
Like every quilter I know, my stash (quilting term
for fabric that has been purchased for a future
project not yet determined; was a good price; or
called out, “Take me home”) continued to grow.
Whenever possible, vacations included a visit to
a quilt store. Kiwi bird fabric from New Zealand,
cactus fabric from Arizona, wildlife fabric from
Canmore, and Big Five (lion, elephant, leopard,
rhinoceros, and Cape buffalo) fabric from South
Africa replaced souvenirs that require dusting. I was
always on the watch for feature fabrics as requested
by my family — Stars Wars, Edmonton Oilers,

Toronto Blue Jays, and
more recently anything
princess-related.
Then COVID-19 turned
our world upside down.
Cancellations flooded in. No
social gatherings with family
and friends, no face-to-face
ARTA meetings, no cuddles with
grandchildren — just a great deal of
angst about the unknown.
Retreating to my sewing room did
wonders for my state of mind, enabling me
to temporarily escape COVID-19 concerns.
I started with UFOs (quilting term for
unfinished objects/projects), but for a time
had to move to simple straightforward
projects, resulting in a surplus of
baby quilts.
In retrospect, 2020 was my most
productive year for completing quilting
projects of all shapes and sizes. Likely my
most memorable was what we will refer to
as my “COVID-19 Travel Canada” quilt —
the replacement for any travelling we may
have done.
Like most who are consumed by a favourite
pastime, we do so because it gives us peace
of mind, pleasure, and a little challenge. My
talents will never equal those of some other
quilters in the Vermilion area, but what is most
important is that we all enjoy our pastimes
because we have the passion for what we do.
My lifelong learning? Absolutely!
Thanks, Mom.
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Seniors’ Long-Term Care:

“I don’t want to go to a home.”
Anita Jenkins | Article

A lot of people over 70 state firmly, “I don’t want to go to a home.” As if anyone — or
hardly anyone — does want to exchange an independent lifestyle for communal living. It
means moving into an environment that by necessity has extensive rules, a daily routine
largely set by someone else, and a significant loss of privacy.
Some people of course enjoy what the health
system calls a lodge or assisted living, where meals,
cleaning, laundry, social activities, and recreation
are provided. But when an aging person needs
nursing care and assistance 24/7, the only option is
long-term care.
Some seniors who have adequate funds can stay
in their homes if their condition is not extreme
and a family member is willing and able to help.
Edmonton writer Caterina Edwards’ awardwinning book Finding Rosa describes the four
years she cared for her mother, Rosa. This involved
constructing an addition to the family home, hiring
caregivers, helping the teenage grandchildren to
accept and understand the new family situation,
and more. Edwards coped with “conflicting
responsibilities to self, family and work while
dealing with her mother’s confusion, hostility,
paranoia and fear, and her own physical and
emotional exhaustion” (Goodreads review).
The bottom line: for those who face serious
medical and physical challenges, the nursing home
can be a welcome solution.
In 2017, the Health Quality Council of Alberta
(HQCA)* reported on “long-term care family
experience.” At the time, 93% of family members
said they would recommend their loved one’s longterm care facility to others. Three years later, with
the COVID-19 pandemic raging, no one can say
conclusively how much attitudes may have changed.
ARTA news&views asked family members about
their experiences with long-term care, and this is
what they had to say. These comments are anecdotal
and not necessarily representative of the larger
population.
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DOLAINE
When Dolaine offered to be interviewed, she said,
“I’ll try to keep it civil.” She and her family did
not always have positive experiences with the care
provided to her mother (now deceased) in several
long-term care facilities.
Dolaine says the standard was five staff for thirtythree dementia-ward patients, and this didn’t seem
adequate. On several occasions, Dolaine’s mother
was injured and required hospital care as a result of
attacks by other patients. Also, things went missing
from her room.
“The performance standards for staff forced
rushed care,” Dolaine says. “Investigations into
incidents such as attacks are not shared with the
family. All long-term care facilities have scheduled
performance reviews; everybody knows ahead of
time that they are coming.”
Room sizes varied depending on the building,
Dolaine says, but they tended to be very small and in
some cases two people shared a room.
Dolaine’s overall assessment: “The system is
nickel and diming at the expense of providing
adequate care.”
In 2020, almost fifteen per cent of
Canadians were 65 or older. It is estimated
that approximately two-thirds of those
turning age 65 today will need long-term
care at some point in their lives. This is
especially true for women, who tend to live
longer than men.

*hqca.ca. HQCA is a cross-disciplinary team of
professionals governed by an independent board
of directors.

MARIE
Marie’s mother has lived in a rural continuing care
centre for seventeen months. Separation from her
husband after seventy years together has been very
difficult.
“We are satisfied that the living conditions are
as safe as can be expected. All the necessities of life
are provided: meals, personal hygiene, temperature
controls, and individual care such as assistance with
mobility issues.”
Residents of the centre are lonely, particularly
since the onset of COVID-19, which has led to
limited visits or completely cancelled visits, few
recreational activities, and no outings.

In Alberta, senior care services are provided
at several levels (bit.ly/3jwBpB7). This
article is about long-term care facilities,
which many people call nursing homes.
A typical patient needs twenty-four-hour
nursing care and often has dementia or
Alzheimer’s disease.

Marie says some of the responsibility needs to
be assumed by families and volunteers — although
this is not always an option, especially right now
and because Marie lives three and a half hours
away from her mother’s facility. She mentions that
a friend who lives nearby brings a fruit basket to
her mother once a week. “Our parents need our
support,” she says.
Marie recognizes that the long-term care system is
facing difficult funding issues. “I don’t know how to
make it any better,” she says. “Stay positive. Instead
of complaining (even though the complaints might
be legitimate), do something like phone calls, letters,
Zoom visits. What you do doesn’t have to be big. We
can send them care packages containing some of
their favourite items.”
“The long-term care facilities are doing the best
that they can,” is Marie’s overall assessment.
Anita Jenkins, now retired, was born in Alberta
and has lived in Edmonton since 1966. She taught
high school English for a decade and then spent
more than twenty-five years operating a successful
home-based writing and editing business.
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Live a little.
There are few things better than sitting under a dark,
starlit Canadian sky, warm from the crackling fire,
and enjoying the silence. Camping continues to be a
popular summer activity, though it can feel like a lot of
work to either tent or pull a full trailer.
Cees Stolk started Gnome Homes to make it easy to
get outdoors and enjoy camping with handmade,
Transport Canada–certified, teardrop trailers. They are
small enough to be towed by almost any vehicle but
are packed with features including sleeping, eating,
and storage space. Choose one of four standard trailer
models, and then add additional custom features that
best suit your needs. Since 2017, Stolk has produced
forty‑five trailers and plans to build another fifty this year,
a number that may seem small, but — as Stolk notes —
“quality and craftsmanship cannot be mass produced.”

gnomehomesinc.com

2021 Scholarship Information
These scholarships recognize academic achievement,
community involvement, and volunteer work. Future
goals, personal accomplishments, and supporting
letters of reference are also significant in selecting the
scholarship recipients.
ARTA–TW INSURANCE
DEGREE SCHOLARSHIPS
Through ARTA, TW Insurance Brokers
provides scholarships for undergraduate
students registered in a degree program who
are related to an ARTA member.

ARTA CERTIFICATE/DIPLOMA SCHOLARSHIPS
Through its own generosity, ARTA provides
scholarships to students in a certificate or
diploma program of two or more years at an
accredited post‑secondary institution and who
are related to an ARTA member.

Degree Scholarships

Certificate/Diploma Scholarships

(two each to be awarded)

(two each to be awarded)

•
•
•

•
•
•

$5,000
$3,000
$2,000

$5,000
$3,000
$2,000

Application forms and criteria for the 2021 scholarships are
available online at ARTA’s website, arta.net, or by writing to:
Chief Executive Officer, Alberta Retired Teachers’ Association
15505 137 Avenue NW, Edmonton, AB T5V 1R9
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2020 Writing Contest
Julie Ginther | Chair, Communications Committee

During a year of uncertainty, many of us wondered if ARTA members would feel inclined to submit entries to the
contest. As usual, we did not have to be concerned. We received many entries.
On the other hand, this year’s new category, Comics, did not seem to capture the interest of our members.
The judges in the categories of Flash Fiction and Poetry, however, truly had their work cut out for them. The
Flash Fiction entries were outstanding and were surprisingly not about the pandemic. The judges in the Poetry
category faced a number of excellent entries making judging very difficult. The judges want to encourage all those
who didn’t win to submit their writing to other venues, as they may have success there.

WRITING CONTEST WINNERS
Poetry

Flash Fiction

First Place Tie: Cottage Symphony
by Colleen Sayer

First Place: A Little Paradise
by Lorrie Morales

First Place Tie: Elegy for Lost Pets
by Dianne Harke

Second Place: The Fugitive
by Michael Watson

Second Place Tie: An Echo in Time
by Bette Gray

Honourable Mention: Supply Grandparents
by Ernest Jurkat

Second Place Tie: Neighbours
by Marianne Cole

POETRY: FIRST PLACE (TIE)

Elegy for Lost Pets
Dianne Harke

Signs appear on bulletin boards, and posts,
often with a picture — of a cat,
or a dog, or, once, a dragon lizard.
I am compelled to read and to note
their names, their defining characteristics:
Chairman Meow, with the shaved underside
who disappeared on his birthday;
Rocket and Weenie, kittens, one grey, one black.
All much-loved and missed,
a few small rewards offered.
Big Ben, Blossom, Ginger, Ripple, and Baxter,
moseying, multi-coloured tabbies.
As for Pez, the lizard, approach cautiously with a blanket.
Mostly felines, but, occasionally, a canine like
Nugget, a “chihuahua with big black eyes.”
Sadly, I never catch a glimpse of these lost souls,
although I do keep my eyes open
and a blanket at the ready.
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FLASH FICTION: FIRST PLACE

A Little Paradise
Lorrie Morales

She wandered aimlessly about
the room and just couldn’t
get settled. Being in this tiny
space confined her and she was
overcome with that closed feeling
of being stifled. The stale air and
lack of anything colourful, bright,
or cheerful dulled her senses.
The kids had plunked her here
months ago. She needed to get
out, so down the hall she tottered,
pushed the elevator button and
escaped into the back garden.
Freedom at last!
The fresh air, muggy from last
evening’s rain, filled her lungs
and she breathed in the smell of
freshly cut grass. The newness of
the day ignited her senses. The
fragrance from the full blossoms
of the mauve lilac tree tickled
her nose and she closed her
eyes, momentarily
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remembering the days on the
farm and growing old with Marv,
the love of her life.
As she slowly opened her
eyes, she noticed the assorted
stone path and began to follow it
through the garden. She stepped
on the odd weed that had popped
up from the cracks in the path.
The blossoms of every colouring
flower were there: the roses, the
posies, the lilies, and geraniums
all in full bloom and the array
of colour pleased her eyes. She
smiled.
The garden, so like her family.
All sorts of people — loving,
caring, and nourishing her soul.
Yes, there were thistles in the
patch — those prickly ones that
hurt. Words do that. Actions too,
like putting her in this place.
Just like the ants she now saw
scurrying and moving oblivious
to her steps. They were busy with
their lives, like the bee hovering
and buzzing over the purple
bud of the long-stemmed plant
swaying in the breeze. In her life,
poking their heads in to get what
they wanted and then off to their
little ant hills and hives, leaving
her behind. Stuck here.
She continued her wandering
along the path, through all
the plants admiring the
work of the gardener.

She spotted a little wooden bench
and made her way gingerly across
the spongy green grass. The day
was going to be hot and muggy,
but for now, it was pleasant with
a soft, cool breeze. As she slowly
positioned herself on the wooden
bench, watching for splinters, she
kicked off her slippers and felt
the earth beneath her feet. She
absorbed the warmth of the sun
filtering through the leaves and
gazed at her curled up, hammer
toes and matching bunions. This
aging business was tough some
days. Maybe that’s why they
wanted her here. Put away in
this place — forgotten and neatly
taken care of, like the garden.
A jabbering magpie interrupted
her thoughts. Those negative
feelings surfaced in her throat
and she swallowed them down.
They were reminders and feelings
of wanting to escape this place,
into the sky like the birds. But
silence was here. It was every day,
but out here it felt different. She
closed her eyes again and heard
the breeze picking up its speed
and rustling the leaves again. She
faintly heard the laughter of the
workers in the back of the bricked
building as they took their
morning break. A truck rolled
by, but the birds were chirping
regardless and they tweeted away
on the fence — that structure that
kept them all contained in this
institution.

POETRY: FIRST PLACE (TIE)

Cottage
Symphony
Colleen Sayer

She longed for the quiet silence
of the farm and the open country
spaces where she would spend
mornings in her own flower beds
and vegetable garden. She didn’t
mind bending her back to pull
the nasty weeds and she enjoyed
watching the sun creep across
the sky as it faded into glorious
sunsets. Why couldn’t she have
stayed there? Of course, it was
out of the question they said. It
was too much work for her alone,
after Marv had passed on. The
kids were all living in tiny spaces
of apartments with concrete and
glass. She would never survive in
their worlds.
And so, she sat, relishing all the
moments she could escape those
whitewashed walls that seemed
to be closing in on her. Here she
could sit and hear the peace,
smell the fragrances of the flower
garden, and reminisce about the
better times gone by.
“Helen? Helen? We’ve been
looking for you…”
She heard them, but she
continued to sit and keep her eyes
closed. Just a few more moments
please in my little plot of
paradise, she thought.

each morning I awaken
to the strains of the cottage symphony:
it begins with the soft breeze
whispering through the pines
and builds to a crescendo of poplar leaves
rustling from lofty heights;
suddenly the opening phrases are punctuated
by the staccato beat of a hungry woodpecker
in search of breakfast;
far off across the glassy surface of the lake
the haunting cry of a loon and an echoed reply
lend a melancholy note to the score,
while the ceaseless lapping of waves against the shore
adds a gentle cadence of its own;
the insistent chattering of a chipmunk
perched on a nearby tree stump
brings a cheerful counterpoint to the piece,
as does the merry crackling
of the fire in the wood stove;
and as I lie here,
snug and warm beneath the covers,
I revel in the sounds of
the cottage symphony
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Embark on a Wellness Journey
It’s time to get up and get active with the annual ARTA Wellness Challenge! ARTA is
dedicated to helping members lead active and vibrant lives in retirement, and that
includes physical wellness. For some, a challenge might mean running a marathon, while
for others, it’s enough of a challenge to take a walk around the block. The important
thing is to be honest and meet yourself wherever you are in your own wellness journey. In
2021, we challenge you to find an activity (or activities) you enjoy and commit to making
time for it in your daily or weekly routine.
Who Can Participate?

Awards

All ARTA members of any age and skill level
are welcome to participate in the 2021 Wellness
Challenge. Those members who belong to a local
branch will participate directly through their
branch, and ARTA members who do not currently
belong to a branch can submit their results directly
to Jennifer Hope at the ARTA office by mail or by
emailing jhope@arta.net.

Once all the Best-30-Days log sheets are submitted
to ARTA from branch presidents and non-branch
members, awards and prizes will be distributed to
the top performers.

How It Works
1. Starting April 1, track your activity in minutes
on the personal daily log sheets available at
arta.net/wellness-challenge.
2. On June 30, 2021, compile your best thirty
days on the Personal Best-30-Days Report sheet
provided on page 40 of this issue of news&views
or on the Google Form available at
arta.net/wellness-challenge.
3. Submit your results. You can submit via
your Google Form, to your branch president (if
applicable), or by mailing your log sheet to the
ARTA office by July 31, 2021.

35–44%
of adults 75
years or older
are physically
active.

28–34%

of adults
aged 65–74 are
physically
active.
bit.ly/2OiCrFA
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Participation prizes will also be awarded by random
draw to all members who submit their Best-30-Days
log sheet. Winners will be contacted by phone or
email. Please be sure to include your contact
information on your log sheet.

Tips to Help You Get Active
1. Find an activity you enjoy.
2. Minutes count! Try increasing your activity level
ten minutes at a time.
3. Exercise helps build bone density, which can
prevent osteoporosis.
4. Older adults should incorporate exercises that
emphasize functional balance and strength
training three or more days a week.

Health Benefits of Being Active
•
•
•
•

Improves your balance
Reduces chance of falls and injuries
Helps you stay independent longer
Helps prevent heart disease, stroke,
osteoporosis, type 2 diabetes, some
cancers, and premature death

Source: canada.ca/en/public-health/services/publications/healthyliving/physical-activity-tips-older-adults-65-years-older.html

Suggested Activities
Listed below are some activities you can participate
in for active minutes. These are simply suggestions,
as some might not be possible due to gathering
restrictions where you live. Always stay mindful of
public health guidelines in your region, remember to
be safe, and don’t be afraid to try something new!
• Aqua Aerobics
• Badminton
• Barre Sculpting
• Baseball
• Basketball
• Bowling
• Boxing
• Canoeing
• CrossFit
• Curling
• Cycling
• Dancing
• Dragon Boating
• Elliptical Trainer
• Frisbee
• Gardening
• Golfing
• Handball
• Hiking
• Hockey
• Jogging
• Kayaking
• Kettlebells
• Lacrosse
• Mall Walking
• Martial Arts

• Pickleball
• Pilates
• Racquetball
• Resistance Training
• Rowing
• Skipping
• Soccer
• Snowshoeing
• Spin Class
• Squash
• Stair Climbing
• Surfing
• Swimming
• Tai Chi
• Tennis
• Track and Field
• Triathlon Training
• Volleyball
• Walking
• Weight Training
• Yoga
• Zumba

Good luck to you
and have fun!

Physical activity
is an immune
system booster.

Physical
activity helps
prevent falls
and injuries.

The more you move, the
more your body is able
to fight inflammation
and infections.

bit.ly/37bVWq3
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Personal Best-30-Days Report
You can submit your results three ways;
1. Email or mail your branch president.
2. Visit arta.net/wellness-challenge and fill out the
form which will be submitted to ARTA.
3. Email your form to jhope@arta.net or mail to the
ARTA office: Alberta Retired Teachers’ Association,
15505 137 Ave NW, Edmonton, AB T5V 1R9
Please submit by July 31, 2021

BEST DAYS FROM APRIL 1 TO JUNE 30
ACTIVITY

MINUTES

ACTIVITY

1

16

2

17

3

18

4

19

5

20

6

21

7

22

8

23

9

24

10

25

11

26

12

27

13

28

14

29

15

30
TOTAL
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MINUTES

A Love of History Leads
to Publishing a Book
Roger Gunn | Article & Photos

Lifelong learning means different things to different people. For
me, it has been a fascination with history, especially First World
War aviation history. Ever since I was a young boy, I would read
all I could get my hands on about this topic. In the last few years,
prior to my retirement from instructing in NAIT’s JR Shaw School of
Business, I have devoted my spare time and vacations to researching
the lives of three Canadian pilots of the First World War: Alan McLeod,
Andrew McKeever, and Donald MacLaren. Not much has been written
about these three pilots, so I set my sights at discovering more about them.
On a visit to the British Isles, my wife
Diane and I spent some of our
time at the National Archives
at Kew, just outside of London.
Each day for almost a week, we
would take the train in the morning
westward from our rental loft in
Kensington to Kew. From the train
station we walked a few blocks to
the National Archives, registered as
researchers, and began the process
of looking up the pilots’ logbooks,
squadron histories, and combat reports
of McLeod, McKeever, and MacLaren.
McLeod flew reconnaissance aircraft
and won the Victoria Cross for rescuing
his observer from the burning wreck of his
plane after it was shot down in no man’s land.
He was just 19 at the time, the youngest Canadian
to receive the Victoria Cross. McKeever was king
of the two-seater bi-planes and was the highest
scoring ace in a Bristol Fighter. MacLaren flew
the famous Sopwith Camel and ended the war with
fifty-four victories.
My research also took me to Library and Archives
Canada in Ottawa and to the library of the Canadian
War Museum, also in Ottawa. There I discovered
the letters of McLeod to his parents and sisters and
many other documents on McLeod and the other

two pilots. It was fun but at the same
time could be frustrating: pursuing leads,
going down dead ends, or discovering
the limited extent of documentation in
some areas.
Eventually, I had enough material
to write a book about these three
incredible and excellent pilots,
knowing not much had been written
about them and wanting to tell their
story. Dundurn Press in Toronto
agreed to publish my manuscript
which resulted in my book,
Masters of the Air: The Great
War Pilots McLeod, McKeever,
and MacLaren. It was an example of
lifelong learning, taking over six years of research,
writing, and publishing — proof that if you set your
mind to a goal and work hard on it, you can achieve
it, even if you are in your late sixties when
it happens.
Roger Gunn, an ARTA member, was a human
resources professional for almost thirty
years, following up with his knowledge of
the profession to instruct in NAIT’s business
school. Roger is currently a labour arbitrator
and workplace investigator. When not resolving
conflict situations, he can be found reading
about or researching aviation history.
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Niepołomicka forest near Klaj Parish Church, Cikowice

Family Ancestry Adventure:
A Heritage Mission to Poland
Patrick Yesh | with photos by Autumn Yesh

The satellite images on Autumn’s cell phone showed old clearings for homes in a longabandoned village in the forest near Kryg, Poland. Old dirt roads criss-crossed under the
cool forest trees. We imagined what it was like to live here, as my great-grandparents did a
hundred years ago. In their time, it was farmland; now, it’s a playground for young couples
and families who use the bike trails and picnic areas. We found ourselves here after Autumn’s
research on a genealogical website and of manifests of immigrant ships.
Further investigations of my
grandparents’ origins located three
small villages southeast of Krakow:
Kryg, Lipinski, and Bochnia. From
the airport, we drove four hours
through the rich farmlands of
southern Poland.
It had been recommended that
we contact the churches in the
area and search their records.
In the local church in Bochnia,
we spoke with Vicar Mariusz,
who was truly excited to help us.
We knew my grandfather and
grandmother were married there.
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The vicar took us into the rectory
and opened a cupboard full of tall
green census books. Each one was
written in perfect Latin calligraphy
and spanned about thirty years
of births and marriages. In my
grandfather’s book, we also found
his father and his father’s father,
adding two more generations to
our family tree.
Poland is Catholic to its core.
One Sunday morning, we drove
past a church celebrating high
mass and went inside to listen to
the choir and music. I genuflected

Cikowice, Bochnia
church

and signed with the cross, an
automatic reaction from my altarboy youth in a Polish Catholic
church in Michigan. I sang with the
congregation as they answered the
priest’s prayers in perfect unison. I
could feel my Polish roots deeply —
spiritual and cultural roots — and
how they formed my character.
Polish people take their religion
very seriously. Photos of Pope
John Paul II are seen everywhere,
even in the grocery stores. Social
life is centred around spiritual
relationships formed in the church,
and family is still most important.
Autumn suggested that we visit
some graveyards to find our family
names. Graveyards are everywhere,
some as large as villages. They
can sometimes be found between
homes and apartments, with altars
to Mother Mary and infant Jesus.
We found tombstones with our
family name, “Jez,” in two separate
locations. Standing in front of
the ancient family tombstones,
I sent a “thank you” prayer to
my ancestors, feeling deeply
connected through the centuries
to those whose life struggles made
it possible for us to experience our
wonderful life today. This was the
culmination of a long-standing
dream. We are the leading edge
of our family line, and I want to
leave this planet a wonderful place
for my children’s children. I felt a
responsibility to uphold my family
name and I committed to leaving
a proud legacy. As an artist, I’m
preparing paintings of the lives of
my ancestors and their colourful
history.
My grandparents and their
parents were farmers from Lesser
Poland, located in the southern
part of the country. The villages
here look like they haven’t changed

Highway, Bochnia, Lesser Poland

in generations. Men and women
reminded me of my uncles and
aunts — generous, happy, social,
and sometimes stern-looking.
Shopping is always fun,
especially in small stores where
we could meet the locals and buy
scrumptious homemade pastries,
like those my grandmother baked.
Polish people lead simple lives with
few material extras. They are a
healthy people who walk and bike
everywhere. Automobiles share the
highways with large semi truckers,
who patiently wait behind a horse
and cart. I thought of how my
grandparents could only walk from
village to village or take a horse
and cart, and not travel as easily as
we can today.
We ended our trip by visiting
the larger, touristy, historical
areas nearby: the beautiful capital
city of Krakow and the Banff-like
region of Zachopane in the Tatra
mountains, where a tram lifted us
high above the beautiful valley.
The architecture is stunning, and
cultural food like Polish borscht is
exceptional. I now have heartfelt
memories, thanks to Autumn’s

wonderful research, planning, and
photography. With her cellphone,
she managed reservations, GPS
driving and walking directions,
finding the best tours, and more,
making this journey into the past
easy and fascinating.
Poland experienced occupation
during two world wars by many
other nations, but survived
intact, retaining its unique
ethnic character, and remaining
a beautiful, spiritual, and warm
culture that is an important part of
modern Europe. Our genealogical
adventure will benefit future
generations, and it will take years
for us to process all the feelings of
wonder, gratitude, and connection
to our ancestors.
Patrick Yesh, MEd, BFA, a
retired Alberta teacher, lives in
Calgary with his family and is
an entrepreneur, professional
fine artist, and portrait artist–
photographer. His daughter,
Autumn Yesh, the child of two
teachers, has a passion for
travel, history, and culture.
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Reflecting on Learning
and Creativity
Linda Manwarren | ARTA Wellness Committee Member

During our teaching careers, our world was frequently directed through opportunities
for learning. I know many retired teachers whose lives remain committed to the
principle of lifelong learning. There is extensive research indicating the many positive
benefits of learning as a regular aspect of our lives. A study recently published in the
Journals of Gerontology, Series B: Psychological Sciences, involved 58- to 86-yearolds who simultaneously took three to five classes for three months. The classes
included drawing or painting, speaking Spanish, learning to use an iPad, photography,
and music composition. The researchers at California University found learning new
skills can improve brain power at the same time. A 2015 article in Psychology Today by
Cathy Malchiode reviewed current research on the benefits of exploring and engaging
in creative endeavours. She concluded that “your authentic expression through art
making, music, song, movement, writing, and other forms of art-based imagination”
is a valuable component in wellness practice. Creative endeavours such as movement,
performing, creating art, writing, inventing recipes, or trying something new all aided the
maintenance of mental flexibility.
So, I say thank you to COVID-19,
for it led me on a personal
journey of learning and creativity.
The journey began shortly
before the first shutdown, with
a supposedly ten-week series of
ukulele lessons for beginners.
We had learned the national
numbering system and how to
use it to change keys, two chords,
and to name the four strings on
the ukulele. The group continued,
during the first few weeks of the
shutdown, to practice the chords
we had learned and to build
finger flexibility and strength
as well as the mental flexibility
of where to put the fingers. It
quickly became evident, however,
that the group needed each other
as well as the instructor to make
any real progress. We decided
to postpone our further learning
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for a while. As you know, the
“while” was steadily extended.
But weather was on our side
and eventually we concluded the
series in a park, safely distant.
Have You Seen the Rain, Happy
Birthday, Hallelujah, and Let It
Be were favourites. Being able
to create the chords easily from
memory and through several
songs continues to be a challenge
for me, but the sound of the
ukulele is a happy one and always
makes me smile.
For a few years, I have been
a member of a recreational
choir. Of course, those weekly
rehearsals had to change, and
change they did! Like so many
organizations, meeting on Zoom
became our modus operandi.
Very strange it was, to be singing
by myself in the basement while

viewing the others, all muted except our director.
But the steepest learning curve came just prior to
Christmas when we were all charged to become
recording artists! Each of us had to set up two
devices: one would play a video of the director and
play the music of the piece which we would hear
through a headset or earbuds, the other device
would record each of us singing. The actual set-up
took a long time: we had to figure out where to put
the devices, how to stabilize them, find a blank wall,
set up lighting, put on makeup that had long been
ignored, turn off the phone, and put a sign on the
front door so no one would ring the bell. All that had
to be sorted out before the actual singing occurred.
Who knew I sounded so terrible? As a good choir
member, I was very good at using the people around
me to keep on key and in time. Listening to myself
alone was definitely an ear-opening experience.
Waiting silently, yet engaged, through the ninetythree seconds of the soloist at the beginning
of the piece, and remembering that the
camera is recording everything, resulted
in many takes being required. I have new
appreciation for real recording artists
who make their living in this way. I was
only doing one song — it’s a lot of work!
The director assured us that the magic
of the production process would indeed
create something we would be happy
to share with family and friends (and
fans?). It certainly was an interesting and
challenging endeavour, and stretched me
both creatively and technically. In the end,
it made me smile for having completed it.
I began this article referencing studies
that identified the positive effects of learning
and creativity in our lives. Personally, these two
experiences enriched my life, brought me joy, and, I
believe, endorse the benefits of lifelong learning.
I end with a quote from Sophia Loren that goes even

further in celebrating the role of creativity. “There is
a fountain of youth: it’s your mind, your talents, the
creativity you bring to your life and the lives of the
people you love. When you learn to tap this source,
you will truly have defeated age.”
Linda Manwarren began teaching in Montreal
in 1973 and continued her teaching career with
the Calgary Catholic School District until 2007.
Since then she has worked short-term contracts
with Calgary Catholic, Abu Dhabi, and St. Mary’s
University, Calgary. As of December 2019, Linda
is now really retired.

II find
find the pieces fit more easily
after some adjustments.
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Identity Theft —
Lesson Learned
Jane Thrall

A few years back I was the victim of identity fraud. Someone applied for a credit card
in my name and the bank — not mine — issued the card. The credit reporting agency,
meant to protect the public and lenders from this sort of fraud, had dropped the ball; the
application didn’t have the correct birthdate and the signature wasn’t even close.
Fortunately, I discovered that the
card had been issued and notified
the bank. Despite my efforts, the
criminals managed to charge
$50,000 to the account before
the card was terminated. The
bank sent it to collection and the
collection agency hounded me
for two years before I convinced
them that they weren’t going to
see a penny from me. It was a
terrible ordeal.
Aisha Kitchlew, Senior
Manager in Fraud and
Cybercrime for ATB, says,
“The best defence against a
fraud incident is education —
understanding and knowing what
you are up against will allow you
to consider what controls are best

suited for you or your business.”
The terms “identity theft” and
“identity fraud” are often used
interchangeably. While identity
theft is the act of obtaining a
person’s personal information,
fraud is the crime of using that
information to obtain goods or
services. Identity fraud is on the
rise in Canada, doubling over the
past five years alone.
The most common form of
identity theft is credit card
cloning. This is often done
through skimming, either by
someone unknowingly inserting
the card into a skimming
device that’s been attached to a
legitimate machine (at an ATM
or gas pump, for example) or by

a nefarious employee who skims
the card while it’s out of sight.
Another way that personal
information can be gleaned is
through phishing or the use of
malware. Criminals will send
an email requesting personal
information in order to claim a
prize or verify a purchase. Most
email programs will identify these
as scams, but a person has to be
very cautious of any request to
send information to a business,
even if it’s one that they deal
with regularly. If the email looks
suspicious, it’s best to contact the
company directly to verify.
Aisha says that you should
never give your Social Insurance
Number (SIN) to anyone over

Rate of identity thefts in Canada from 2010 to 2019 (per 100,000 residents)
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Source: StatCan, Oct. 24, 2020, statcan.gc.ca
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the phone without validating the caller. You can
do this by visiting their website and calling back at
a validated phone number before continuing the
conversation.
She suggests only carrying bank cards that you
need or use on a regular basis and be sure to sign
your cards immediately after receiving them.
Don’t write down your personal identification
numbers (PINs) and don’t carry sensitive personal
information with you, such as your SIN or your birth
certificate.

Old-fashioned mail theft and dumpster diving are
also used to steal personal information, so be sure
to shred personal documents before throwing them
out. If a card arrives in the mail that you didn’t apply
for, contact the issuing company immediately.
Many businesses, including your employer, rental
company, bank, and creditors, are in possession of
valuable personal data. As a rule, your information
is safe with them, but security breaches can cause it
to fall into the wrong hands.
Equifax, one of Canada’s two credit reporting
agencies, was hacked in 2017 and at least 100,000

Canadians had their personal information stolen.
Other companies have experienced similar breaches,
including Lifelabs, Desjardins Group, and Capital
One. Firms that have had this sort of breach will
usually notify their customers and offer assistance.
If you believe that you’ve been the victim of
identity theft, immediately inform the police and
cancel any lost or stolen documents. Contact the
Canadian Anti-Fraud Centre to let them know your
personal information has been compromised.
Most importantly, get in touch with Equifax and
TransUnion and request a credit statement. These
are the two companies in Canada that track your
credit and will have information on any new credit
cards, mortgages, or car loans in your name. You’ll
want to make sure they have the correct address
on file for you, as the fraudsters may have had it
changed.
Both TransUnion and Equifax will provide a
free credit report to consumers on request. This
can be done online or by phone or mail; visit their
websites for more information. They also offer paid
products such as your credit score or ongoing credit
monitoring.
Aisha says that it’s important to check your credit
report regularly or set up a credit alert service that
will notify you if any activity or changes have been
made to your credit report.
After my experience with identity fraud, I’ve kept
close tabs on my personal information and taken
extra measures to protect myself. Staying on top
of your credit is the best way to assure that your
identity is secure. The first sign that you’ve been a
victim of identity theft may be too late.
Jane Thrall is retired and happily enjoying her
fraud-protected life. She spends her spare
time golfing, hiking, and reviewing her bank
statements.
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Understanding How to
Balance Sodium in Your Diet
Sherry Dumont, RN | Care Specialist, HumanaCare

and

What I Learned from a Broken Shoulder
Ron Thompson

We often hear that we should try to reduce our sodium intake. However, this isn’t always
true, something ARTA member Ron Thompson learned the hard way. Here is his story:
It was our anniversary — Sunday, August 16, 2020.
It should have been a happy day. Instead I suffered
a seizure and was rushed to the University of
Alberta Hospital by ambulance.
As a result of the seizure, I broke the humerus
in my left shoulder and had to wait several days
before surgery because of delays caused by
COVID-19. I was home the next day to
recuperate and do my physiotherapy
exercises, and Family and
Community Support Services in
Leduc put me in touch with home
care. Home care came every
one to two days to change my
dressings for two weeks. When
I followed up with the surgeon
after two weeks, he reported that
the X-rays of my shoulder showed
good healing so far. A nurse
removed the remaining dressings,
and I went home with three new exercises
to do for the next five weeks.
Back at the hospital, doctors had determined
that I had suffered a seizure as a result of low
sodium. How did this happen? A side-effect of one
of my blood pressure medications resulted in the
depletion of sodium in my body. My medication
was changed immediately at the hospital as a result
of their assessment.
Sherry Dumont, a HumanaCare Registered Nurse,
explains:
Sodium is an important electrolyte our bodies
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require to function properly. Too much sodium
may be harmful, but too little can also have serious
consequences. The Food and Nutrition Board
recommends an adequate intake of 1,300 milligrams
of sodium per day for people aged 51 to 70 and a
slightly lower intake of just 1,200 milligrams per
day after age 70. Adequate intake is the amount
of sodium that should meet a healthy senior’s
nutritional requirements.
Many people may benefit from a
lower-sodium diet, such as those with
salt-sensitive high blood pressure.
However, even though too much
sodium causes problems, eating too
little can be just as unhealthy. Listen
to your doctor if you have a medical
condition that requires a diet low in
sodium.
The body uses salt to regulate blood
pressure and blood volume and to help
nerves and muscles function properly. Too
much salt causes a myriad of problems ranging from
water retention to impaired cognitive abilities to
problems with the heart, bones, and kidneys. The
most notorious result of too much salt is high blood
pressure, which can damage the cardiovascular
system and even cause serious issues such as strokes
and heart failure.
But you don’t want to cut out salt entirely; your
body needs it to function correctly. Sodium helps
the body retain water, aids in digestion, helps
muscles and nerves work properly, keeps minerals
in the bloodstream, and maintains blood pressure.

This article discusses sodium intake in
general. Please follow the directions you
have been given by your health-care
professional, especially with the use of
prescription drugs.

Especially as we age,
keeping sodium balanced can
help maintain a healthy blood pressure
and reduce any health-related risks.
For most people, there is no clear benefit
of reduced sodium diets to prevent heart disease.
Some studies show that low salt diets can actually
increase the risk of heart attacks or strokes. Other
risks of a diet too low in sodium include increased
insulin resistance, which can cause higher blood
sugar and insulin levels and could lead to diseases
like type 2 diabetes, or increased LDL (bad)
cholesterol and triglycerides, which are common
risk factors for heart disease. Low-sodium diets
can also increase the risk of death for people with
diabetes.
Sodium deficiency, also known as
hyponatremia, can be a problem for seniors on
medication. Hyponatremia causes nausea, mental
confusion, extreme fatigue, headaches, and possible
loss of consciousness. Seniors are more likely to
develop a sodium deficiency if they take drugs like
diuretics, painkillers, or antidepressants, or if they
have thyroid, kidney, liver, or heart problems.
Once the condition is diagnosed, it can typically be
treated with a change in diet or medication. Talk to
your family doctor and review the medication you
are taking if you have any concerns about sodium
deficiency or hyponatremia.
Salt is in so many of the foods we eat on a regular
basis that finding the right salt intake amounts can

seem difficult. Fortunately, there
are some easy things you can do to
monitor the salt in your diet.
1. Cook more meals from scratch
so you can control exactly what goes
into your food. Prepackaged or processed
foods as well as many restaurant meals are
extremely high in sodium. For example, use your
own oil and vinegar combination instead of a
high-sodium salad dressing.
2. When eating out, make sensible choices by
looking for items that state they are low in
sodium. Steamed vegetables and roasted entrees
are good choices, but watch the toppings and
seasonings.
3. Read labels. Some foods are extremely high in
sodium and they may not even taste “salty.”
4. Low fat does not mean no salt. “Low-fat”
products are often high in sodium to add back
flavour lost when fat is stripped out.
Ron’s seizure taught him how important proper
sodium levels really are. He concludes: It pays to be
aware of the possible side-effects of the medications
you are using!
Ron Thompson taught music and French from
1967 to 1997, from Three Hills to Boyle to Edson,
ending in Beaumont. Even in retirement, Ron
kept teaching, spending another eight years with
daycare and out-of-school-care children.

ARTACares is provided by HumanaCare, an Alberta-based health and wellness provider
with more than thirty-five years of Canadian health care experience. For more information
on health and wellness topics, webinars, and articles, visit your eldercare portal.
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From Our Partners
Laurie Bauer | Business Development Manager, TW Insurance Brokers

Secure Your Smart Home
If your home is one of the 2.8 million in Canada that has a smart device, you may be
vulnerable to a cyberattack. Smart devices can be used by hackers to find out information
that will assist in a robbery, such as when you’re away from home or as a backdoor access
point into your home network where they can access sensitive information from your phone
or computer. Read through our list of tips that will help you secure your smart devices and
keep your personal information safe.
Why are smart devices
a target?

What can I do to secure my
smart devices?

Smart devices like speakers, TVs,
thermostats, baby monitors, and
doorbells can be vulnerable to
attack. Most people don’t bother
to change the default password on
their smart devices, making them
an easy access point for hackers.
Once they’ve infiltrated your smart
device, hackers can get access to
your wireless credentials, see all
the information sent over your
home network, stop your device
from working, or find information
stored on the device itself, such as
a thermostat timer that indicates
when you’ll be away from home,
photos, recorded audio, your
location, and more.
During the COVID-19 pandemic,
attacks on objects other than
computers that connect
to the internet more
than doubled compared
to months before the
pandemic. This is because
more people are working
remotely and home
networks are often less
secure.

Luckily, there are a few simple
steps you can take to make your
smart devices and your home
network more secure.
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**************
1. Change your default name
and password
A device that still has the
default name and password is
very vulnerable to be hacked.
As soon as you get your new
smart device, change the
default password to something
secure, preferably a mix of
letters, numbers, and symbols
that would be hard for someone
to guess.
Remembering all the
unique passwords you
created for each website
and device you use can
be a near-impossible
task, so consider getting
a password manager
that will do the work
for you.

2. Apply software updates
regularly
Software updates for your
smart devices will include
security patches, bug fixes, and
new security features, so don’t
put off updating your devices!
If you’re worried about the
update disturbing your routine,
see if there’s a setting to run the
update when you’re sleeping.

3. Use all security settings
available, such as multifactor authentication
Make sure you’re using
all the security features
available so your devices are
as secure as possible. One
great feature to enable is
multi-factor identification,
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which uses another method
of identification in addition to
your password to increase your
security. This could include
facial recognition, fingerprint
sensors, or a code sent to your
email or phone.
4. Create a secondary guest
network for guests and
smart devices
The best way to keep your
primary network safe is to
create a guest network for
your smart devices and any
guests. That way if a hacker
does manage to get into your
smart device, they can’t access
the primary network that your
more sensitive devices like
your phone or computer are
connected to. Although this
is an effective way to increase
your security, only seventeen
per cent of Canadians use a
guest network with a separate
password for this purpose.
5. Disable features like
location and cameras when
not in use
Once hackers have accessed
your smart device, they can
access information like your
geolocation or control your
camera or microphone to
gather additional data. If you

Seniors’ Week

Secure your smart
devices so that a
hacker can’t use
them to access your
personal information.
Learn more about how
you can maximize
your home network
security.

disable these features when
you’re not using them, it’s
harder for someone to access
your data.
Despite your best efforts to secure
your networks, you could still
fall victim to identity theft if a
hacker gets a hold of sensitive
information. As a last layer of
protection, consider adding
identity theft protection to your
home insurance policy so that
if your identity is stolen, you’ll
be financially protected. The
expenses that are covered through
an identity theft policy can vary
from carrier to carrier, so talk to
your insurance broker to see what
type of identity theft coverage is
available with your policy.
Statistics and information
used in this article have been
gathered from several sources
including the Government of
Canada and two American sites
called Security Boulevard and
Government Technology.

Seniors’ Week 2021
First full week in June. Check link closer to date
for virtual events alberta.ca/seniors-week.aspx
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IN MEMORIAM
To everything there is a season, and a time for every
purpose under heaven: a time to be born, and a time to die.

								
Mary Rose (née Schoenrock)
Allarie
Edmonton
Bryan Kent Anderson
Edmonton
Shirley Ayotte
Edmonton
Roy Thomas Bartlett
Medicine Hat
Andrew “Andy” John Birchill
Darwell
Dale Leroy Bjornson
Edmonton
Ann (formerly Scraba, née
Nikiforuk) Bordian
Edmonton
Joanne Katherine (née
Salamandick) Brackenbury
Lacombe
Maureen Jean Therese
(formerly Melling, née
McCann) Bramwell
Vancouver Island, BC
Margaret Patricia “Patti”
Jane Browne
Vancouver, BC

Doreen Margaret Bruce
Calgary

Matilda “Mat” Forsyth
Bragg Creek

Vera (née Peirce) Cameron
Sherwood Park

Sondra (née Knelman)
Goodman
Calgary

Angela Doreen Carlyle
Red Deer
John Michael Chan
Lethbridge
Michael J. Charuk
Edmonton
Ellen Marie (née Mortensen)
Chopey
Cranbrook, BC
Dianne Dalley
Edmonton
Ngoc Nga “Nina” De La Cruz
Edmonton
Aurelio “Rel” Delbello
Lethbridge
Karen Maria Ferguson
Edmonton
Clark Allen Finley
Medicine Hat

If you know of an ARTA member or a retired teacher who has
passed away and whom we should honour on this page, please
email the editor at memoriam@arta.net.
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—Ecclesiastes 3:1-2a

Karin-Anne (née Goosens)
Hodge
Nanaimo, BC
Marjorie Madeline (née
Bauer) Hyatt
Calgary
Ruth Esther (née
Schoenrock) Janssen
Barrhead
Allan Christian John Jensen
Medicine Hat
Joyce Marie Natalia (nee
Strelioff) Johnson
Lethbridge
Grant Orton Johnson
Calgary
Gerald Kashuba
Edmonton
Hans Dietrich “Dick” Kerber
Claresholm
Brian Kerrigan
Chemainus, BC
Martha Wilma (née Wiess)
Kinley
Barrhead

Ralph Klintberg
Edmonton

Mariko (née Eto) Patrie
Edmonton

James Glen Simpson
Calgary

Jean (née Harrynuck) Klufas
Redwater

Dennis John Price
Ladysmith, BC

Gudrun “Gwen” Ortrude
Elesie (née Delfs) Kuefler
Ottawa, ON

Isabel Jean (née Grey) Quist
Marwayne

Frances Elizabeth (née
Wadden) Slemko
Coaldale

Albert “Al” Daniel Laplante
Lethbridge
Thelma Elizabeth “Betty”
(née Borgen) Luco
Lethbridge
Mervyn Lynch
Sherwood Park
Thomas Robert Lyness
Edmonton
John Donald Marles
Edmonton
Laddie Martin
Sherwood Park
John Joseph McCloskey
Grande Prairie
Marianne Sinclair (née
Turner) Miles
Edmonton
Brent John Mosley
Lethbridge
Ongkar Narayan
Edmonton
Alma Marie (née Rude)
Nelson
Edmonton
Charles Edward “Ed” Norton
Tofield

Margaret Ramsay
Calgary
Natalie Aurelia (née Zak)
Rocheleau
Calgary
Lillian “Lily” (née
MacIntosh) Ross
Drayton Valley
Janet Alvina (née
Halvorson) Roy
Sexsmith
Sharon Kathleen (née
Davey) Schaefer
Ituna, SK
Gwen Eva (née Chappell)
Schieman
Calgary
John Schoenen
Vernon, BC
Gerhard “Garry” William
Schwarz
Calgary
Keith Darrell Shaw
Calgary
Sherrie Janet Louise (née
Morand) Shuttleworth
Lethbridge

James “Jim” Stambaugh
Thorhild
Maurice Ronald “Ron” Tebo
Calgary
Betty (née Saby) Throndson
Calgary
Phanh Tram
Edmonton
Marie Fleurette France
“Madame France” Trottier
Calgary
Lise Marie Anne Viel
Edmonton
Anne Rita Walker
Edmonton
Ellen Christina (formerly
McBeath, née Engman)
Warnock
Calgary
Grace Wiest
Consort
Deloy Orlin Wight
Mountain View
Jocelyne Lucienne (née
Gamache) Williams
Calgary
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From Our Partners
Dan Keon | Vice President, Market Management, Allianz Global Assistance Canada

New Online Portal
Members can now submit travel insurance claims
via Allianz Global Assistance’s new user-friendly,
mobile-responsive online claims submission
portal. The portal provides a smoother, more
efficient claims journey, while keeping you
informed at each stage along the way.
What You Can Do in the Portal
•
•

•
•
•

Easily create a secure account where you can
submit and track the status of your claim.
Upload all necessary documents to process a claim
instead of sending them via regular mail.
• No scanner? No worries: photos of documents
taken with a mobile phone are also accepted.
Easily identify any documents you may have
missed and add them to your claim submission.
Save and return to a claim you started but have not
yet submitted.
Skip the step of completing and mailing in a paper
claim form with supporting documents.

How to Access the Site
The online claims portal is accessible at
allianzassistanceclaims.ca 24/7 from any device
or browser.

Which Claim Types Are Eligible
All products and benefits, including medical, trip
cancellation, trip interruption, and baggage, are
eligible.

Who Can Submit Claims Online

Travel Medical Emergencies

Members who have not already started a claim over
the phone or contacted Allianz for medical assistance
in real time can submit a claim online.
Members who have already engaged Allianz to
open a claim should continue to follow Allianz’s paper
claims submission process, which includes completing
the recently improved claim form and mailing it in
with all required documents.

If you experience a medical emergency while
travelling, you still must call Allianz Global Assistance
before seeking treatment whenever possible. Allianz’s
agents will refer you to the nearest medical facility,
arrange billing on your behalf whenever possible,
advise you of important information related to the
claims process, and more.
In a serious medical emergency, you should go to
a hospital and have a family member or friend call
Allianz on your behalf once you are at the facility.

Helps make travel
insurance claims submissions
quicker, easier
Important note: Any claims currently in
progress will not be accessible via the portal.
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Travel insurance does not cover everything. For
complete terms, conditions, limitations, and exclusions,
please refer to your policy. Allianz travel insurance is
underwritten by CUMIS General Insurance Company, a
member of the Co-operators group of companies and
administered by Allianz Global Assistance, which is a
registered business name of AZGA Service Canada Inc.

MENDING YOUR MIND
THROUGH TRAVEL
Imagine travelling roads less travelled, and immersing yourself
in global culture. From connecting with cultures to sharpening
your mind, travel enriches us mind, body, and being.

ARTA MEMBER
RS

SAVE

AN ADDITIONAL

$100 PP*
ON ANY TOUR

FLEXIBILITY IF YOU NEED IT LATER
Change your tour or departure date – for any reason – up to 60 days before
your departure. Plus, add our Travel Protection Plan and get a full moneyback refund if you need to cancel – up to 24 hours before departure.**

EXCLUSIVE TO CANADIAN RESIDENTS ONLY

COLOURS OF MOROCCO
11 Days • 17 Meals
STARTING AT $2,999 pp*
*Price based on April 21, 2022 departure.

AUSTRALIA & NEW
ZEALAND UNCOVERED

MARITIME COASTAL
WONDERS

22 Days • 31 Meals
STARTING AT $8,499 pp*

11 Days • 16 Meals

*Price based on February 28, 2022 departure.

Twin Rate $4499 | Solo Rate $5949
September 14, 2021 departure ONLY

When you’re ready to travel again, we’re here to support you.
Call Collette at 855-694-8687 or contact your travel professional.
USE OFFER CODE ARTASAVE SAVE UP TO $500 PER PERSON
*Use offer code and your member benefit for savings. Pricing is per person, land only, double occupancy, and varies by departure date. Savings are comprised
of retail offer together with member benefit. Offer valid on new bookings only and can expire earlier due to space or inventory availability. Retail offer savings
amount will vary by tour and departure date, and is only available on select departures. Call or visit www.collette.com/offers for details. Space is on a first come,
first served basis. Offers are not valid on group, existing bookings or combinable with any other offer. Other restrictions may apply. Promotional pricing may
remain in effect after the expiration date. ** If you choose to cancel your tour, a refund will be issued in the original form of payment, minus the cost of the Travel
Protection Plan. Visit collette.com/travelprotection for full details of insurance policy and benefits.
Travel Industry Council of Ontario Reg. # 3206405; B.C. Reg. # 23337

Building on our
commitment to
support ARTA
members from
day one.
“ARTA members are vibrant
and passionate. It is very
rewarding to work closely
with them and find the
insurance products and
services that suit
their needs.”
Laurie Bauer,
TW Business Development Manager

Visit twinsurance.ca/arta-committed or call 1-844-324-6521 to learn more.

